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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Three aspects considered by recurrent selection are: the changes 
produced In long-term selection programs, the effectiveness of the 
Indirect selection, and the response to selection In poor environments. 
The objective of a recurrent selection program Is to Increase the 
mean (Allard, 1960), which Is related to the gene frequencies of the 
population. It Is expected that phenotyplc and genotyplc changes occur 
with selection, which are the properties of a new population. 
Hallauer and Miranda (1988) stated that the goal of a recurrent 
selection program Is to Increase the mean and to maintain genetic 
variability for further selection gains. The genetic variances undergo 
changes. Increases or decreases, with the Increase of the allele 
frequencies. Genetic variability Is also modified by the type of gene 
action, but It Is expected that sooner or later the additive genetic 
variance of a population Is reduced until additional gains are either 
reduced or not possible (Falconer, 1981). Some results, however, have 
shown that in some long-term recurrent selection programs, in which 
selection was Ineffective, gains have been obtained after some cycles of 
selection (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). Some explanations of this 
response consider the gain of new additive genetic variance due to 
genetic mutation, redistribution of genes, and genetic recombination, as 
possible causes. As a consequence of these considerations, an Increase 
of the additive genetic variances can occur with an Increase of the mean, 
as a consequence of recurrent selection. 
Falconer (1960) indicated that a better response can be obtained when 
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selection Is made In a poorer environment. Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton 
(1974) found that the average gain by selection In a poorer environment 
was higher than the average gain obtained In a better environment. Some 
researchers, however, have found empirical results or theoretical reasons 
to suggest that selection In a poorer environment would result In a lower 
response than when selection Is made In a better environment (Frey, 1964, 
and Rosslelle and Hamblln, 1981). Johnson and Geadelman (1989) found a 
partial positive response: Mass selection In a stress environment did 
not show any gain, but there was a positive gain on tests made In poor 
and good environments, using full-slb selection. 
The efficiency of Indirect selection can be measured through Its 
correlated response (Falconer, 1981; Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). The 
efficiency, at an equal selection pressure, depends on the genetic 
correlation between the direct and the correlated traits, as well as 
their respective herltabllltles. Indirect selection has been used more 
frequently In animal breeding, but some studies have been reported In 
crop species. An example Is the Improvement of yield with selection for 
Increased prolificacy In maize. 
Falconer (1960, 1981), based on suggestions of other animal 
researchers, indicated that the problem of selection response at 
different environments is a problem of correlated response, in which the 
magnitudes of the correlation and the herltablllty of the trait at those 
environments are Involved. It was shown that selection in a poorer 
environment can produce a good response when tested in a better 
environment if the addltlvs correlations of the trait at the two 
environments are high, and the herltablllty is highest in the poorer 
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environment. 
The objective of this study was to examine these concepts by 
analyzing the results of a selection program made In a tropical variety 
of maize at three different environments, using simultaneous selection 
for prolificacy and yield. The three different environments were 
constituted by two cropping seasons, named semester B (better 
environment) and semester A (a less favorable environment), which are 
available In the region In which the selection program was conducted. In 
the third environment, which Included both the A and B semesters, the 
selection was made continuously. Results of evaluations made In 
preliminary stages of this program (Rodriguez et al., 1986; Arboleda-
Rlvera et al., 1979-80) were similar to some of the results obtained by 
Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton (1974). The objective of the present study, 
after 10 A and 10 B cycles of selection and after 20 AB cycles of 
selection, was to make a definitive evaluation of the selection program, 
through the analysis of phenotyplc and genetic changes, and to determine 
the different types of correlated and direct responses that occurred with 
selection. 
Explanation of Thesis Format 
The principal goal of this dissertation Is to present a critical 
evaluation of the selection conducted on MB 21. The Information will be 
presented In two sections. Section I emphasizes the phenotyplc and 
genotyplc changes that occurred with the selection In the different 
environments. In the Section II the major emphasis will be on the 
correlated responses that occurred with selection, evaluation of the 
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relative efficiencies of selection, and interpretation of the data 
relative to the theoretical points of vie* 
Both sections are written as complete manuscripts which will be 
submitted to a specialized journal for publication. Besides the student, 
who had the opportunity to work in the present study since the second 
selection cycle, the major professor, Dr. Amel Roy Hallauer, and Dr. 
Fernando Arboleda-Rivera will be included as coauthors of both papers, 
when they are published. Dr. Amel R. Hallauer has contributed with his 
suggestions and critical review of the evaluation process. Dr. Arboleda-
Rivera actively participated in planning the work and in the execution 
and evaluation of the selection program. 
After the two sections, a general summary and conclusions are 
presented. A bibliography that includes the published reports cited in 
the literature review and the two sections is listed after the summary. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Genetic Variation 
Hallauer and Miranda (1988) stated that the objective of a recurrent 
selection program is to increase the mean and to maintain additive 
genetic variance for further selection gains. 
Allard (1960) indicated that selection can operate through several 
mechanisms within the populations, by varying the gene frequencies, the 
gene combinations, or sets of pre-existent genes. Allard (1960) also 
states that the result of the selection can be perceived through three 
phenotypical responses: Changes in the proportion of pre-existent 
genotypes with consequent changes of the mean, establishment of new 
genotypes, and changes of the genetic variability of the population. 
Falconer (1981) presents a graphic analysis of the changes in the 
genetic variances with the changes in gene frequencies for different 
kinds of gene action. An examination of the Falconer's graphs show how 
the additive genetic variance can be Increased, between certain limits, 
as a result of selection, with an increase of means and gene frequencies. 
The final result of the selection process, however, is the extinction of 
the additive variance (Falconer, 1981). Hallauer and Miranda (1988) and 
Falconer (1981) stated that in long-term selection programs new gains, 
and new variability can be obtained, as a consequence of gene mutation 
and genetic recombination. 
Johnson et al. (1955) introduced the coefficient of genetic 
variation, defined as the square root of the covarlancè among half-sib 
families, divided by the half-sib family mean. This coefficient was used 
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to compare the genetic potential of different soybean (Glycine ggg Herr.) 
families. Vargas-Sinchez et al. (1980) used the coefficient of additive 
variation, defined as the ratio between the square root of the additive 
genetic variance and the population mean, as a tool to determine the 
potential of a population to respond to selection. As the coefficient of 
genetic variation, the coefficient of additive variation can be employed 
to compare diverse populations with respect their genetic potential. 
Vargas-Sinchec et al. (1980) also emphasized that to maintain the same 
percentage of selection gain. It Is necessary to expand the additive 
genetic variance In the same proportion In which the mean Is Increased 
(which Is Ln/n"), assuming a constant phenotyplc variation. 
Comstock and Robinson (1948) adapted the blparental progeny technique 
to estimate the principal components of genetic variance In maize: they 
developed the Design I mating plan, under the assumptions of no 
eplstasls, linkage equilibrium, and dlgenlc Inheritance. Mode and 
Robinson (1959) developed formulae to estimate phenotyplc and additive 
genetic correlations, using the parameters estimated with the Design I. 
Hallauer and Miranda (1988) reported that the Design I Is a 
frequently used method to estimate genetic parameters of maize, but that 
the standard errors associated with the variances, particularly with the 
variance due to dominance deviations, were higher. Màrquez-Sànchez and 
Hallauer (1970) studied the effect of the sample size In the estimation 
of the genetic variances of a maize synthetic variety, using the Design 
I. They found that a sample of 200 plants was adequate to obtain 
estimates of components of variance with minimum standard errors. They 
suggested that at least four females be mated with each male, using a 
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minimal number of 48 males to sample a population. Moll and Robinson 
(1967) and Hallauer and Miranda (1988) reported estimates of genetic 
parameters obtained for temperate maize populations. Generally, the 
additive genetic variance component accounted for the greatest proportion 
of the total genotyplc variance, and the components of variance due to 
additive effects were 2 to 4 times greater than the deviations due to 
dominance for grain yield. Few estimations of genetic parameters have 
been made on tropical maize populations, but in at least three instances 
the additive genetic variance for yield was higher than the variance due 
to dominance effects (Timothy, 1961; Carballo, 1961; and Estrada, 1977). 
In three other populations the ratio, variance due to dominance 
effects/additive genetic variance, for yield was nearly one (Timothy, 
1961; Miranda, 1965; and Vargas-Sànchez et al., 1982). Two of those 
populations were ETO and ETO Blanco, whose variances were estimated by 
Arboleda-Rlvera (Timothy, 1961). In ETO Blanco, the ratio of the 
variance due to dominance effects relative to the additive genetic 
variance for yield was 0.01. ETO, one of the parents of the MB 21 
population, had a ratio of 0.97. Arboleda-Rlvera and Vargas-Sànchez 
(1982a) made a study in which genetic parameters were estimated in MB 21 
and three derived populations. In that study adequate additive genetic 
variance in MB 21 was not found, but in the other three populations the 
estimates of the additive genetic variance were considered adequate to 
expect additional selection gains. 
In a general study to determine the genetic variability of 17 
breeding populations of the CNI Palmira, Vargas-Sànchez et al. (1984), 
using estimates obtained by analysis of half-sib families of each 
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population, found adequate genetic variability within each population to 
expect aubstantlal gains with recurrent selection. 
It seems that a reduction of the genetic variability occurs as a 
result of Improvement through recurrent selection. Besides the 
populations listed by Hallauer and Miranda (1988), additional reports 
have been provided by Moll and Smith (1981), Vargas-Sânchez et al. 
(1982), and Helms et al. (1989). In some Instances, however, either no 
change or an Increase of the additive genetic variance was observed with 
selection (Lonnqulst,.et al., 1966; Martin and Hallauer, 1980; Helms et 
al., 1989). 
Efficiency of the realised gain In respect to the expected gain 
sometimes has been reported. Hallauer and Wright (1967), after three 
cycles of mass selection for Increased yield In Iowa Ideal, reported an 
average gain of 1.5% per cycle versus a predicted gain of 3.8% per cycle, 
based on genetic parameters estimated from a Design I mating design. 
Moll and Smith (1981) also found a low correspondence between the 
expected and observed gains In a population obtained from the cross 
between Indian Chief x Dlente de Caballo. The gains were computed using 
estimates of additive genetic variance by several ways. Design I among 
them. Vargas-Sànchez et al. (1980, 1982), using Design I mating design, 
estimated the genetic parameters after 10 cycles of selection In 
Zacatecas 58 (a Mexican population) and reported a selection efficiency 
relative to the predicted gain of 73%. 
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Fhenotyple Recurrent Selection 
Gardner (1961) revitalised the mass selection method by subdividing 
the environment Into smaller selection units. An average gain of 3.93% 
per cycle of selection was obtained after four cycles, using the 
modifications of mass selection. Lonnqulst et al. (1966) reported the 
changes of genetic variances after selection In Hays Golden. After six 
cycles of mass selection In an Irradiated and a nonlrradlated population. 
It was found that the additive genetic variance was Increased after 
selection, and that additional future gains would be expected. Mareck 
and Gardner (1979) evaluated the original population and advanced cycle 
populations. The populations studied Included irradiated and 
nonlrradlated populations after 15 cycles of selection, 10 cycles fùv 
prolificacy in the irradiated population, and three cycles for earliness 
and low ear height in the irradiated population. Their results were 
summarised as follows: yield was increased on an average of 12 to 15%, 
and selection also increased prolificacy, days to flowering, grain 
moisture, and plant height. Selection for prolificacy also was effective 
to increase yield, as well as for the other mentioned traits. 
Stratified selection also was used by Torregroza since 1956 in 
Harinoso Mosquera I Syn 2, a maize variety of a high Colombian valley. 
Some of the results of this study have been reported by Torregroza-
Castro and Harpstead (1967), Torregrosa-Castro (1973), and Martinez et 
al. (1986).' After 22 cycles of divergent mass selection, average gains 
of 2.32% (which Increased the prolificacy from 1.06 to 1.70 ears by 
plant), and -0.46% (1.06 to 0.92 ears by plant) were found. 
Johnson (1963), after three cycles of stratified mass selection for 
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yield in a tropical Mexican population, reported significant gains 
without a significant change for other characters. 
Visual mass selection for yield was practiced by Molina-Galàn (1977) 
since 1967 in Zacatecas 58, an earlier Mexican population. After 10 
cycles of selection, the first six of them using two environments, an 
average gain of 3.25% for yield was reported by Vargas-Sânchez et al. 
(1980). 
Hallauer and Wright (1967) reported a gain of 4.5% after three cycles 
of mass selection for yield in Iowa Ideal. In a later report, Hallauer 
and Sears (1969) did not obtain a significant gain in Iowa Ideal and 
Krug, after six cycles of mass selection for grain yield. The authors 
concluded that either an Inefficient testing procedure that prevented the 
detection of small gains or a lack of response to the selection process 
had occurred. The lack of response could be due to either smaller 
variability or a reduction on the selection pressure (7.25 to 27.4%) when 
the lodged plants were excluded in selection for grain yield. Mulamba et 
al. (1983) also evaluated mass selection conducted in Krug after 14 
cycles. An average increase in yield of 0.49% per cycle (6.9% after the 
14 cycles) was realised in this population. Some other traits were 
increased with mass selection for grain yield; e.g., flowering date, 
grain moisture at harvest, and root and stalk lodging. 
Another long-term mass selection program was reported by Kincer and 
Josephson (1976), who made two kinds of selection in the maize variety 
Jellicorse: After nine cycles of mass selection for yield and five 
cycles of mass selection for prolificacy, they found that the number of 
ears per plant increased at a higher rate when selection emphasized 
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prolificacy. Yield was increased only when «election for yield was made, 
but ear height was increased for both methods of selection. 
Results of a mass selection program for prolificacy in two brachytic 
populations, one of them made crossing two lines derived from ETO Blanco, 
were reported by Carmen-Carrillo and Arboleda-Rivera (1982) and Arboleda-
Rivera and Vargas-Sànches (1982b). After nine cycles of selection, gains 
for prolificacy of 4.39 and 2.78% per cycle were reported. 
Cortez-Hendoza and Hallauer (1979) evaluated a program of divergent 
mass selection for ear length in Iowa Long Ear Synthetic. After ten 
cycles of selection, average selection gains per cycle were 0.32 cm. for 
increased ear length and -0.64 cm. for reduced ear length. Gain in ear 
length was not accompanied by an increase of yield, but the selection for 
shorter ears caused a reduction on yield. Similar results were found in 
a later evaluation made by Salazar and Hallauer (1986) after 15 cycles of 
selection, in which the observed average gains were 0.38 for increased 
ear length, and -0.46 cm. for reduced ear length. However, a change of 
the additive genetic variance was not detected. 
A mass selection program in an autotetraploid maize population was 
evaluated by Lamkey and Dudley (1984). Visual selection for yield was 
conducted for 15, 18, and 22 cycles in three populations of 
autotetraploid maize. Only limited success for increasing yield in one 
of the populations was realized, and some of the related traits were 
increased with selection. The effects of inbreeding, after selection, 
did not seem superior to that which is normally obtained in diploid 
populations. 
Other short-term mass selection programs have been conducted. 
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Results of mass selection were compiled by Hallauer and Miranda (1988). 
In general, when selection was made for yield, in short-term and long-
term programs, average gains were between -1 to 19% per cycle, but most 
of the gains were between 2 and 4% per cycle. 
Correlated Responses 
It seems that correlated response and efficiency of the indirect gain 
have been studied more extensively in animal research than in crop 
research. Lemer and Cruden (1948) developed the concept of efficiency 
of indirect selection. The efficiency of the Indirect selection, with 
respect to the gain which can be obtained by direct selection on a trait, 
was defined by Falconer (1981) and Hallauer and Miranda (1988) as a 
function of the additive genetic correlation between the two traits and 
the square root of their respective herltabilities. Searle (1965) 
studied the implication of the standard errors (particularly higher for 
herltabilities) on the efficiency of the indirect selection. When only 
two traits are considered, he concluded that the indirect selection would 
only have a real advantage when the relative efficiency of the correlated 
response was higher than unity. For those instances in which the 
efficiency was less than one, but the indirect selection was easier, 
Searle (1965) stated that the correlated response would have some value 
only when r>h% or Hy>Hx/r^ (H - heritability, h - square root of H, r -
genetic additive correlation, x - trait to be improved, y - correlated 
trait). 
Several empirical studies about correlated responses can be found for 
different crop species. One of the most discussed situations in maize. 
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and which Is also Important for the present study. Is the case In which 
correlated responses between yield and prolificacy were considered. Some 
features about some of the reports are summarised. 
Lonnquist (1967) reported an Indirect gain for yield of 6.28% per 
cycle after five cycles of selection for prolificacy in Hays Golden, 
which was superior to the gain obtained selecting directly for yield 
(2.68% per cycle after 10 cycles of selection). In the opinion of the 
author, the correlated response was more efficient because selection for 
prolificacy was simpler than selection for yield, and a higher selection 
pressure could be applied for prolificacy. Selection pressure of 5% was 
used on selection for prolificacy and a selection pressure of 10% was 
used for yield. He also suggested that prolificacy would be measured 
with more precision, and it would be less affected by the environmental 
changes. Lonnquist (1967) agreed with Falconer (1981) that a selection 
system which uses direct and correlated gains will be better than 
selection considering only one of the two types of responses. 
Duvlcfc (1974), who used four backcrossing generations to improve the 
prolificacy of a line in maize, found that the derived prolific hybrids 
only increased the yield at higher populations. He also found that the 
increase in prolificacy improved the populations for other traits because 
the populations had less silk delay and less barrenness. A low 
correlated response selecting for either yield or prolificacy was also 
found by Kincer and Josephson (1976). In some of the studies, a high 
correlation between these two characters was observed. 
Martin and Hallauer (1980), after seven cycles of reciprocal 
recurrent selection for yield on two maize populations, found a positive 
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correlated response for prolificacy and other yield components. The 
total genotypic variance was not decreased with selection in either of 
the two populations. 
Carmen-Carrillo and Arboleda-Rivera (1982), and Arboleda-Rivera and 
Vargas-Sânchez (1982b), after nine cycles of selection for prolificacy, 
reported a correlated average gain for yield of 4.94% per cycle in a 
brachytic population. In another population only a small correlated gain 
(0.27% per cycle) was found. An increase in some other yield traits, and 
the number of intemodes of the stalk was also detected. 
Sink et al. (1986) obtained a high correlated response for yield 
(4.5% per cycle) when they selected for prolificacy using recurrent full-
sib selection in maize. After four cycles, they found a higher direct 
response (5.5% per cycle) when selection was made for prolificacy at a 
lower plant density than when selection for prolificacy was made at a 
higher plant density (3.6% per cycle). Significant correlated responses 
also were observed in other traits. 
Coors and Mardones (1989) evaluated the selection response after 12 
cycles of mass selection for prolificacy by controlling the parentage of 
both parents. Testing was conducted in two kinds of environments: low 
and high fertility. Direct gains for prolificacy were 2.4 and 3.3% per 
cycle for the low and high fertility environments, respectively. 
Correlated gains for yield were 2.0 and 3.0% per cycle. Some other 
traits related with earliness either did not change or were decreased. 
Positive correlation between prolificacy and yield was also found by 
Brotslaw et al. (1988). Prolific genotypes also showed a closer 
synchrony between silking and anthesis. Correlations between prolificacy 
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and vertical root pulling resistance and stalk crushing were not found. 
Correlated gain In yield by selecting for other characters have been 
reported. Cross (1981) selected for aleurone color associated with the 
Rnj (Red Navajo) gene, and after two cycles of mass selection the yield 
was Increased. Some other characters, such as shelling percentage and 
kernels per row were Increased, and ear moisture reduction also was 
observed. 
Prolificacy also has been used to Improve some other characteristics 
not directly related to yield. Anderson et al. (1985) and Moll et al. 
(1987) found correlations between selection for prolificacy and selection 
for efficiency in use of nitrogen in maize. 
Environmental Selection 
Studies have been made in animals in which the response to selection 
at different environments was considered as a particular case of 
correlated response (Falconer 1960, 1981; Tamada and Bell, 1969; and 
Orozco, 1976). It was their contention that performance of a trait in 
several environments can be due to different physiological 
characteristics. The level of similarity among those characteristics can 
be measured by the genotyplc correlation. The response to selection in a 
different environment is determined by the herltabllltles in each of the 
environments and the additive genetic correlation. Selection in poor and 
good environments was made in the cited reports. A.s a general result, 
they found a better response when selection was made in the good 
environment, but those individuals had a lack of adaptability to a poor 
environment. Selected individuals in the poor environment, however, had 
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more general adaptability, and, for this reason, a better average 
performance. Falconer (1960) found that mice selected in poor 
nutritional conditions had more muscle and less fat, an important trait 
in animal breeding. 
Response to selection in unfavorable environments has also been 
discussed for crop species, and some empirical results have been 
reported. Prey (1964) practiced selection among lines of oats (Avena 
sativa L.) in good and stress environments. The selection methods, 
however, were not a form of recurrent selection. He reported greater 
gain selecting in the better environment. He Indicated that the 
population selected in the nonstress environment, besides possessing a 
capacity to produce a higher grain yield, conserved more genes for a 
wider adaptability. The population selected in the stress environment 
lost those genes and had poorer adaptability. Frey (1964) reported a 
lower herltability in the poor environment, and suggested that for this 
reason the differentiation of the productive capacity was more difficult 
in the poorer environment. 
Rosslelle and Hamblin (1981) demonstrated theoretically that 
selection can be successful to Increase the mean in stress and nonstress 
environments only when selection was based on data obtained from the two 
kinds of environments. They stated that selection in stress environments 
should yield less in the nonstress environments. However, they only used 
analysis of the possible correlations among environments in their study, 
avoiding the effects of the herltability on the correlated response, 
which can be Important as they mentioned. 
Arboleda-Rivera and Compton (1974) reported one of the first studies 
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In planta In which recurrent selection in a poor environment was 
successful when the product was tested In a good environment. They 
compared the surpopulations obtained through mass selection for 
prolificacy and yield In a good and a poor environment. A third 
subpopulatlon was obtained by selecting continuously In both the good and 
the poor environments. Their results, which were similar to those of the 
research conducted In animals. Indicated that the population produced In 
the good environment was only good at the good environment. The 
population selected In a poor environment, and evaluated In the good and 
the poor environments, was, on the average, the better population. Gains 
per cycle for yield, measured by the regression coefficient, were 2.5 and 
7.5%, 0.8 and 10.52%, and 1.1 and 5.3%, for the selections made on the 
poor, good, and both environments, respectively, tested at the poor and 
good environments. 
Rodriguez et al. (1976) and Arboleda-Rivera et al. (1979-80) made 
evaluations of populations derived from MB 21 selected at good and poor 
environments in Colombia. Results were similar to those reported by 
others. Selection in both seasons (good and poor) gave the best results. 
The average gains per cycle, after two years of selection in the MB 21 
population, were 3.3, -1.0, and 4.9% for yield, and -0.35, -3.17 and 
1.83%, for prolificacy for the populations selected at the less 
favorable, the more favorable, and both environments, respectively. The 
second evaluation was made after five years of selection, and as In the 
other evaluation, the gains were measured by regression through the 
origin. For this evaluation the average gains per cycle of selection for 
yield were lower, but the same trends were observed: 0.37% (less 
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favorable), -0.08% (more favorable), and 0.56% (both). For prolificacy 
the average gain# per cycle of selection were 2.38% (less favorable), 
1.02% (more favorable), and 2.37% (both). 
Lonnqulst et al. (1979) had success selecting simultaneously in a 
wide germplasm base population at different locations of the northern 
Com Belt, with recombination at Madison (Wisconsin). Mass selection was 
employed with selection for healthy, prolific, and productive plants. 
After four cycles of selection a gain of 2.19% per cycle was found. 
Also, gains in grain moisture and a better stability were reported. 
Mareck and Gardner (1979) evaluated the stability of the populations 
obtained by selection in Hays Golden. They determined the slope of the 
performance of the populations for yield over environments. The authors 
suggested that the differences among slopes would be due to increasing of 
alleles favoring positive genetic x environment interaction because 
different selections were made only in good environments. They stated 
that if selection would have been practiced in less favorable 
environments, as in the study of Arboleda-Rivera and Compton (1974), 
selection would have been for a different set of genes which would yield 
better at different environments. 
One of the most recent selection studies conducted in stress and 
nonstress environments in maize was reported by Johnson and Geadelman 
(1989). They compared the gains for yield after five cycles of mass and 
full-sib selection. Both selection methods were applied to a synthetic 
population in a low and a high moisture environment. The evaluations 
were made for two years in either drought or variable moisture stress 
environments and high moisture environments. Mass selection was not 
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effective to Improve the population when the selection was made In the 
stress environment and tested In stress environments, but It showed gain 
for yield at high moisture environments. Mass selection In the good 
conditions showed a significant gain on both kinds of environments (8.9 
and 11.2% per cycle). Full-slb selection, however, produced positive 
results at both kinds of environments. The selection In the poor 
environment had a gain of 6.2% at low moisture, 5.3% at variable moisture 
stress, and 7.9% at high moisture environments. When full-slb selection 
was made at the good environment, the populations obtained were 
comparable to those obtained with mass selection at the good environment, 
but they were more variable, showing a better performance at good 
environments (14.1% per cycle). Gain with full-slb selection was less 
than the gain with mass selection when testing was conducted at the 
poorer environment (5.1%). 
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SECTION 1: PHENOTTFIC AND GENOTTFIC CHANGES 
Abstract 
Three maize (Zea mays L.) selected populations, HB 21 A, MB 21 B, and 
MB 21 AB, were obtained after ten years of a selection program in which 
the original population, MB 21, was divided to be selected at three 
different environments. These environments were constituted using the 
two cropping seasons that are available in the Cauca Valley, a tropical 
Colombian region, where the research was conducted. Two of the 
environments corresponded to two cropping seasons: semester A, the less 
favorable environment for cropping: semester B, the more favorable 
environment for cropping; and the third included selection conducted in 
both the A and B semesters. Hence the AB population was selected for 20 
cycles, whereas the A and B populations were selected for 10 cycles. Two 
traits, yield and prolificacy, were selected simultaneously, using 
independent culling levels. 
Changes in the phenotypic and genotypic properties of the three 
selected populations (A, B, AB) relative to the original MB 21 were 
evaluated through Design I (Comstocfc and Robinson, 1948) on each of the 
four populations. Testing of the progenies was conducted at one A and at 
one B semesters. Genetic parameters of yield and prolificacy, and some 
other traits, were estimated. Selection gains were estimated as the 
differences between selected and original populations. 
Most of phenotypic and genotypic changes caused by selection were 
intermediate for MB 21 A and MB 21 B and greatest for MB 21 AB. The 
observed gains for prolificacy were 2.31% (MB 21 A); 1.97% (MB 21 B), and 
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4.30% (MB 21 AB), and for yield the gains were 3.83% (MB 21 A), 3.40%(HB 
21 B), and 5.%6% (MB 21 AB). Because of positive genetic correlations, 
simultaneous responses for ear height, days to silk, percentage of 
moisture at harvesting, and ear weight were obtained, and some of the 
highest responses were for MB 21 AB. These changes, relative to the 
original population, were more prominent for ear height and lowest for 
days to silk. 
The estimates on additive variances were lower than those commonly 
reported. Some of the estimates of variance of dominance were negative, 
and the ratios additive genetic variance/variance of dominance were also 
lower. Heritabilities for yield, estimated in a plot basis, were between 
44.5% on the original MB 21 population and 10.6% on the MB 21 B 
population. Standard errors were large for all of the genetic components 
of variance. 
Additive variances decreased for the MB 21 A and MB 21 B populations 
and increased for MB 21 AB population with selection. Selection in the A 
semester, the less favorable environment, decreased the genotypic x 
environment effects, whereas selection in B semester, the more favorable 
environment, increased them. 
Introduction 
Maintaining genetic variance and increasing the mean of a population 
are two of the principal goals in a recurrent selection program (Hallauer 
and Miranda, 1988). However, it is reasonable that changes in the 
additive genetic variance have to be produced with the changes in the 
mean (Allard, 1960), and, in this case, the major objective of a 
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•election program la to maintain the genetic variability with an Increase 
in the mean. 
The additive genetic variance is not necessarily diminished by a 
selective process. On the contrary, after a certain number of cycles it 
can be increased with the changes in gene frequencies, depending on the 
predominant type of gene action (Falconer, 1981). 
Increases of the additive genetic variance after selection were 
reported by Lonnqulst et al. (1966) and Helms et al. (1989). In other 
reports (Martin and Hallauer, 1980; Salasar and Hallauer, 1986) the 
genotypic variance was not diminished by recurrent selection. In other 
populations a decrease of the additive genetic variance was obtained as a 
result of recurrent selection (Moll and Smith, 1981; Vargas-Sânchez et 
al., 1982; Helms et al., 1989). In two of these programs (Lonnqulst et 
al., 1966; and Vargas-Sénchez et al., 1982) mass selection was used for 
six and ten cycles, respectively, and the means significantly increased. 
Hallauer and Sears (1969), however, did not obtain gains in Krug and Iowa 
Ideal after six cycles of mass selection, and after 14 cycles of mass 
selection only a small gain was found in Krug (Mulamba et al., 1983). 
Other authors have reported substantial gains using this method, 
selecting for yield (Gardner, 1961; Johnson, 1963; Kincer and Josephson, 
1976; Molina-Galàn, 1977; Mareck and Gardner, 1979; Lonnqulst et al., 
1979; Johnson and Geadelman, 1989). Mass selection has also been used 
for prolificacy (Torregroza-Castro and Harpstead, 1967; Lonnqulst, 1967; 
Torregroza-Castro, 1973; Kincer and Josephson, 1976; Mareck and Gardner, 
1979; Carmen-Carrlllo and Arboleda-Rivera, 1982; Arboléda-Rlvera and 
Vargas-Sànchez, 1982b; Martinez et al., 1986), yield and prolificacy 
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(Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton, 1974), and soma other traits (Holina-
GalAn, 1979; Troyer and Larkins, 1985; Cross, 1981; Salazar and Hallauer, 
1986). 
A positive correlation has been found between yield and prolificacy, 
and many of those cited works reported a highly correlated response on 
yield when selection was made for prolificacy, and vice versa. Also an 
increase in efficiency on the response on yield, using selection by 
prolificacy as an alternative, was reported by Lonnquist (1967), and 
Mareck and Gardner (1979). Moll et al. (1987) found that selection for 
prolificacy also increased the efficiency of selection for better use of 
nitrogen. 
Progress of selection practiced in poor environments has been 
discussed by several authors. Frey (1964) found a higher general yield 
capacity of oats (Avena satlva L.) developed in nonstress environments 
over those obtained in stress environments. He indicated that 
differentiation of the productive capacity was more difficult at stress 
environments because the herltabllltles were lower in those conditions. 
Also, from a theoretical point of view, by analyzing the probable genetic 
correlations, Rossielle and Hamblln (1981) reported that genotypes 
selected in stress environments would yield less in a nonstress 
environment. Nevertheless, Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton (1974), who made 
the one of the first reports about recurrent selection on plants 
conducted simultaneously In stress and nonstress environments, found a 
positive response in a maize subpopulation produced by selection in the 
poorer environment, when it was tested at the better environment. 
Analogous findings were reported by L6pez-Herrera and Carballo-Carballo 
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(1984), and Initial results In MB 21, a tropical maize population, seemed 
to produce a similar finding (Rodriguez et al., 1976 and Arboleda-Rlvera 
et al., 1979-80). 
Johnson and Geadelman (1989) found a lack of effectiveness of mass 
selection to Improve a population when selection was made In a stress 
environment and tested In a nonstress environment. Use of full-slb 
selection, however, was positive when tested In good and poor 
environments. Related research was reported by Lonnqulst et al. (1979), 
who used mass selection at several locations In the northern Com Belt 
region, simultaneously, with a subsequent generation of recombination In 
Madison, Wisconsin. Selection Increased the yield and the stability of 
the selected population that had a wide base of germplasm (Lonnqulst et 
al., 1979). 
Selection In the MB 21 population was begun In 1972 In Colombia. 
Selection for prolificacy and yield was conducted for 10 years In three 
different conditions: Selection for 10 cycles at A semesters, the poorer 
cropping seasons; selection for 10 cycles at B semesters, the better 
cropping seasons ; and selection for 20 cycles at A and B semesters, 
continuously. The preliminary results showed that the populations 
developed at the A semester had a better general performance than the 
populations developed at the B semester. Higher gains on prolificacy and 
yield, however, were found on the populations developed through continued 
selection (Rodriguez et al., 1976; Arboleda-Rlvera et al., 1978-80). The 
last cycles of the later evaluation, however, did not show additional 
progress on yield. For this reason a study was conducted to estimate the 
genetic variances and heritabilitles in each population, using Design I 
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on the populations developed after five and ten cycles of selection 
(Arboleda-Rivera and Vargas-Sinchec, 1982a). The study was unable to 
detect additive genetic variance for yield in the original MB 21 
population. 
The objective of the present study is to make a final evaluation of 
this selection program, using the original population and the three 
populations developed after 10 cycles of selection in A semesters, 10 
cycles of selection in B semesters, and 20 cycles of selection in A and B 
semesters. The analysis of changes on phenotypic means and genetic 
parameters were estimated using Design I mating design (Comstock and 
Robinson, 1948) and with evaluations at one A and at one B semesters. 
Materials and Methods 
Location 
The work was conducted at the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones 
Palmira (CNI Palmira), a research center of the Instituto Colombiano 
Agropecuario, ICA, the official institution for agricultural research of 
Colombia. CNI Palmira is located in the Cauca Valley, between the cities 
of Palmira and Call, at 3° 26' North Latitude, 76° 19' Vest Longitude, and 
1006 m of altitude. General environmental conditions in Cauca Valley, an 
interandinean valley of alluvial soils, permit two cropping seasons per 
year, named A and B semesters. The A semester extends from mid March to 
mid August, and the A semester has an average rainfall of 448 mm and a 
mean temperature of 23.7* C. The B semester extends from mid September 
to mid February, and the B semester has an average rainfall of 533 mm and 
a mean temperature of 23.6° C. Although the weather is similar between 
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the two semesters, the B season has a better distribution of rainfall 
between the pre- and post-flowering periods and Is recognized as more 
favorable to grow malse. 
PenptYpic 
The material used for this study was the population of maize named MB 
21 (Basic Maize 21). It was formed from an advanced generation of a 
crossing between ETO and a collection of the Colombian germplasm bank, 
called USA 342. 
ETO, a Colombian population developed by Chavarrlaga-Mlsas (1966), Is 
a variety with high adaptability, and It has been used In many tropical, 
subtropical, and temperate environments and In diverse breeding programs. 
USA 342, which came to the bank In 1958, corresponded to the Vest Indian 
Composite, formed with the best germplasm of the Occidental Antilles. 
Vest Indian Composite was developed by Dr. Vllllam L. Brown. MB 21 was 
selected for this program because of the wide adaptation of ETO and Vest 
Indian Composite. 
Selection methodology 
Mass selection for prolificacy and yield, using the grlddlng system 
proposed by Gardner (1961), was the selection method for this research. 
A sample of 6 kg of an advanced generation of MB 21 was divided In three 
sub-samples In 1972: One sub-sample was used for selection conducted at 
A semesters, a second sub-sample was used In selection conducted at B 
semesters, and the third sub-sample was used In selection conducted 
continuously In A and B semesters. An Isolated plot of 52 hills long and 
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42 hills wide, using 92 cm. between adjacent hills, was used as the 
selection plot for all the cycles. Planting was made using four seeds 
per hill. Seedlings were thinned two weeks after germination, leaving 
only two seedlings per hill, which corresponds to a plant density of 
23,600 plants/ha (9,550 plantas/acre). Cultural conditions were similar 
to those used In the region, but supplementary Irrigation was applied 
only If severe cases of drought threatened to kill the plants. 
At harvest, border rows on the four sides were discarded, and the 
plot was divided Into 100 subplots of 4x5 hills (40 plants). Four to six 
of the best prolific plants by stratum were selected visually, dried, and 
weighted to select the two most productive plants for each 40-plant plot. 
Final selection Intensity was 5%. Three balanced composites, using 24 
seeds of each one of the 200 selected plants, were made for each cycle of 
selection: one composite used for the next cycle and two composites were 
put In reserve. 
Selection was Initiated In the 1972 B semester and selection was 
continued with the same technique. After four years, the plant density 
was doubled, leaving four plants/hlll, because the prolificacy had been 
Increased and a low density was not necessary for the expression of 
prolificacy. 
Evaluation prÇÇffffg 
At the 1983 A semester, 10 cycles of selection had been completed In 
the A and B semesters and 20 cycles completed In AB. In the original MB 
21 and the three advanced selected populations, a Design I mating design 
was used for each population, as described by Comstock and Robinson 
(1948). After harvest, 224 full-slb progenies (56 males each mated with 
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four females) were available for the MB 21 original population. For the 
three selected populations 256 full-sib progenies (64 males each mated 
with four females) were available. Within each population, the full-sib 
progenies of groups of four males x four females were randomly assigned 
to sets. Each set included two replications, and the materials were 
tested at one A semester and one B semester environments. The progenies 
were planted in one row, using 25 seeds, but the experimental unit 
included the average of the competitive plants in a row. An average of 
15 plants per row was harvested in all the experiments. 
The following characters were measured, and the data averaged by the 
number of plants per plot: a) Ear height, in cm, was recorded from the 
level of the soil to the attachment of the upper ear (EH). b) Days to 
silk was the number of days between planting and the date 50% of the 
plants at silking stage (Silk). c) Moisture was the percentage of grain 
moisture at harvest time, and is another trait indicating maturity (Mo). 
d) Ear weight, in gm/ear, was measured and averaged over all the ears per 
plant of the plot (EW). e) Prolificacy was an average of the number of 
ears per plant (Prol). f) Yield, in g/plant, was the average of the 
yield per plant, corrected to 15% grain moisture. 
The 3rd and 11th sets in the four populations were used to record 
individual plant data for prolificacy and yield. These data were used to 
provide an estimate of the within plot variation. 
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smiBtlçftl ftnftlYglg 
Means per plant per plot for each trait were estimated, and the 
differences between selected subpopulations and the original MB 21 were 
compared using statistical t test (LSD). These differences were taken as 
the gain achieved by the selection procedure. 
Analyses of variance for each semester and combining the two 
semesters were used to estimate the components of genetic and genotype x 
environment variances. The combined analysis also was used to estimate 
the heritabilities on a plot basis and the phenotypic and additive 
genetic correlations. Estimates for the expected and realized individual 
plant heritabilities for yield and prolificacy were obtained, using the 
within plot variance obtained with analysis of the sampled sets. The 
realized heritability was estimated in a different form of that described 
by Falconer (1981), who uses the ratio between the gain and the selection 
differential for the estimation. The product of the square root of the 
phenotypic variance by the selection intensity index (k x ^ VP) was used 
here as denominator, because the selection differential was not 
available. Decomposition of the observed gain also was used to obtain a 
estimate of the realized or used additive genetic variance. Parameters 
were estimated following the models used by Comstock and Robinson (1948), 
Robinson et al. (1949), Falconer (1981), and Mode and Robinson (1959). 
Definitions and the formulae used to estimate the genetic parameters were 
as follows : Male Component of Variance - VM; Female Component of 
Variance - VF; Male x Environment Component of Variance - VME; Female x 
Environment Component of Variance - VFE; Error Variance - Ve; Among 
Plants Within Plot Variance - VW; Additive Variance (VA) - 4 x VM; 
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Additive X Environment Variance (VAE) - 4 % VME; Variance of Dominance 
Deviations (VD) - 4 % (VF-VM); Dominance Deviations x Environment 
Variance (VDE) - 4 % (VFE-VME); Among Plots Environmental Variance (VE) -
Ve - VW/n (where n Is the number of plants by plot); Fhenotyplc Variance 
(VP) - VM + VF + VME + VFE + VW + VE; Additive Genetic Correlation (r) -
Male Covarlance^ / (/V*^ z ^VMy); General Herltablllty or Herltablllty 
on a plot or an entry-mean basis (Hg) - VA/((Mean Square of Males) / 
(replications % females x environments)); Individual Herltablllty or 
Herltablllty on a plant basis (HI) - VA/VP; Realized Herltablllty (Hr) -
2 times the observed gain/ (k x VVP); Realized or utilized Additive 
Genetic Variance (RVA) - 2 times the observed gain x /VP/k. For the last 
two cases a value of k - 2.063 was used, which corresponds to the 
selection Index for 5% selection Intensity. The variances due to 
genotype by environment Interaction were divided In their respective 
components for each semester. In this case each fraction can be obtained 
simply as de difference between the estimate of the genetic variance 
obtained for both semesters and the estimate obtained for an Individual 
semester. Negative estimates can be obtained, for this reason, which 
means that the genetic variance Is diminished In that environment due to 
the Interaction. 
Results 
HsfiM find direct find sprrelpted gfiin& 
The general performance of the four populations for the A and B 
semesters Is shown In Table 1. Except for yield of MB 21 A, there was a 
highly significant difference (P ^  0.01) between semesters. The plants 
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Table 1. Performance of MB 21 and three derived maize populations tested 
at two. A and B, semesters 
Trait* Sem. MB 21 MB 21 A MB 21 B MB 21 AB 
EH (cm) 
A 
B 
139.6 0.7» 188.6 0.8 
** ** 
108.8 0.7 157.7 0.8 
192.8 0.7 
** 
162.7 0.8 
201.4 0.7 
** 
174.2 0.6 
A 61.34 0.12 66.13 0.12 66.37 0.09 65.18 0.09 
Silk (days) ********
B 70.63 0.15 75.09 0.15 77.42 0.15 77.25 0.12 
Mo (%) 
A 
B 
19.01 0.12 
** 
17.01 0.12 
21.82 0.15 
** 
20.14 0.12 
22.49 0.17 
** 
21.13 0.12 
20.19 0.13 
** 
21.02 0.11 
A 0.889 0.007 1.026 0.010 0.989 0.010 1.241 0.012 
Frol (ears) ******** 
B 0.824 0.009 1.080 0.012 1.061 0.013 1.206 0.013 
Etf (g) 
A 
B 
114.4 0.9 
** 
84.9 1.1 
116.1 1.0 
** 
111.7 1.0 
110.0 1.1 
** 
115.9 1.0 
96.0 0.9 
120.0 1.0 
Y1 (g) 
A 
B 
101.2 1.0 117.5 1.2 107.4 1.3 118.2 1.4 
70.0 1.1 119.3 1.5 122.0 1.7 143.0 1.7 
*EH - ear height, Silk - days to silk, Mo - grain moisture, Prol -
prolificacy, Etf - ear weight, and Yi - Yield. 
^Standard errors at the right side. 
**Indicates high significant for the difference between the 
performances at the two semesters. 
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were taller and had greater grain moisture in the A semester, but the 
days to silk were less. The ear weight was greater in the B semester for 
the MB 21 B and MB 21 AB populations, but ear weight was less for the 
MB21 and MB 21 A populations. Yield and prolificacy were greater for the 
three selected populations in the B semester, showing that performance in 
the B semester was better than performance in the A semester for both 
traits. 
The observed gains, expressed as a percentage of the original MB 21 
population, for both semesters and the combined analysis are shown in 
Table 2. Based on the LSD all the differences relative to the original 
population were highly significant, except for ear weight (WE) for MB 21 
A at the A semester. In general, all the traits showed a positive 
increase, particularly for yield, prolificacy, and ear height. Gains 
were greater for MB 21 AB, and the gains were also greater for MB 21 A 
than for MB 21 B. 
Correlated responses were not greater for MB 21 AB in any instancie. 
Days to silk and grain moisture were greater for MB 21 B. Ear height 
showed a significant reduction for MB 21 AB, and for MB 21 A at the A 
semester. On the average, ear height increased in the three selected 
populations. 
Genetic variances. heritabllitv. and coefficient gf additive variation 
Estimates for both semesters for VA, VD, ratio VA/VD, Hg 
(heritability on an entry-mean basis), and a coefficient of the additive 
genetic variation (OVA - JVk / Population Mean), are listed in Table 3. 
As expected (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988), the standard errors were higher 
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Table 2. A comparison of the direct and correlated realized gains In three 
maize populations derived from MB 21, at semesters A and B, and 
their average (C) 
Trait® Sem. MB 21 
Observed Gain* LSD^ 
MB21A MB21B MB21AB 0. 05 0.10 
A 139.6 35.1 38.1 44.3 2.6 3.4 
EH (cm) B 108.8 44.9 49.5 60.1 2.8 3.7 
C 124.2 39.5 43.1 51.2 2.8 3.6 
A 61.34 7.8 8.2 6.3 0.31 0.41 
Silk (No) B 70.63 6.3 9.6 9.4 0.40 0.52 
C 65.99 7.0 9.0 7.9 0.51 0.68 
A 19.01 14.8 18.3 6.2 0.32 0.42 
Mo (%) B 17.01 18.4 24.2 23.6 0.38 0.50 
C 18.01 16.5 21.1 14.4 0.26 0.34 
A 0.889 15.41 11.25 39.60 0.025 0.033 
Prol (No) B 0.824 31.07 28.36 46.36 0.031 0.041 
C 0.856 23.01 19.74 42.99 0.020 0.026 
A 114.4 1.5 -3.8 -16.1 2.6 3.5 
EW (g) B 84.4 31.6 36.5 41.3 2.8 3.7 
C 99.7 14.2 13.2 8.3 2.8 3.7 
A 101.2 16.1 6.1 16.8 3.2 4.2 
Y1 (g) B 70.0 70.4 74.3 104.3 3.2 4.2 
C 85.6 38.3 34.0 52.6 2.8 3.7 
*0n % of the original population MB 21. ^On the original units. 
^EH - ear height. Silk - days to silk. Mo - grain moisture, Frol -
prolificacy, EW - ear weight, and Y1 - Yield. 
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Table 3. Genetic variances (VA and VD), herltabilitles (Hg),and 
coefficients of additive variation (CVA) estimated for two 
semesters (A and B) for the original MB 21 (0) and three 
derived maize populations 
Trait* Pop. VA VD VD/VA^ Hg CVA 
0 249.39 71.3® -37.26 78.6® 0 75.4 21.5® 12.69 
A 307.11 86.5 -58.45 96.7 0 72.2 20.3 10.12 
EH B 227.44 67.6 -30.79 75.0 0 68.7 20.4 8.49 
AB 276.28 73.7 -146.65 79.2 0 76.1 20.3 8.85 
0 1.4278 0.74 2.3862 1.01 1.7 43.8 22.7 1.81 
A 6.6318 1.81 -4.7751 1.86 0 74.9 20.4 3.65 
Silk B 6.7129 1.66 -5.5100 1.72 0 82.0 20.3 3.60 
AB 1.7842 0.75 -0.8011 0.86 0 52.1 21.8 1.88 
0 1.1178 0.68 -1.0654 1.01 0 41.9 25.6 5.87 
A 2.0656 1.11 0.7867 1.38 0.4 41.6 22.2 6.85 
Mo B 5.2769 1.97 -2.1959 2.23 0 57.2 21.3 10.53 
AB 1.8601 0.72 -0.5114 1.02 0 56.0 28.3 6.62 
0 5.614 2.4 -4.144 4.1 0 56.4 24.4 8.75 
A 15.626 6.9 13.181 10.1 0.9 48.9 21.6 11.87 
Prold B 11.337 7.1 5.439 11.2 0.5 37.3 23.4 10.39 
AB 29.214 13.8 14.161 17.3 0.5 46.1 21.7 13.96 
0 136.14 68.2 184.67 101.4 1.4 45.9 23.0 11.70 
A 169.65 71.1 52.80 101.2 0.3 51.7 21.7 11.44 
EW B 48.18 89.6 206.16 128.3 4.3 13.5 25.1 6.15 
AB 56.91 61.5 197.94 96.6 3.5 22.0 23.8 6.99 
0 168.19 86.4 257.10 124.5 1.5 44.5 22.9 15.15 
A 109.15 91.2 233.52 164.4 2.1 28.7 24.0 8.82 
Yi B 74.57 184.8 154.95 232.6 2.1 10.6 26.3 7.53 
AB 266.08 202.0 242.76 276.0 0.9 30.9 23.4 12.49 
*EH - ear height. Silk - days to silk. Mo - grain moisture, Frol -
prolificacy, EW - ear weight, and Yi - Yield. 
Negative estimates were taken as zero for the ratio. 
^Standard errors on the right side. 
'^Variances and standard errors for prolificacy are multiplied by 1000. 
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for VD than for VA, many of them having greater magnitude than the 
variances themselves. Several estimates for VD were negative for ear 
height, days to silk, and grain moisture. 
For days to silk and grain moisture, the estimates of VA were smaller 
for the original MB 21 (0 In Table 3), Increased for MB 21 A and MB 21 B, 
and then decreased for MB 21 AB. This trend also occurred for ear 
height: the estimate of VA for MB 21 B was smaller than for MB 21 AB, 
but was smaller than for MB 21 A. Relative to the standard errors for 
the estimates of VA, the additive genetic variances of the traits would 
be of equivalent value because the standard errors for the estimates 
Indicate they are of similar magnitude. 
Estimates of VA for prolificacy were lowest for the MB 21, 
Intermediate for MB 21 A and MB 21 B, and the highest for MB 21 AB. 
Estimates of VA for yield were smaller for MB 21 A and MB 21 B compared 
with the original MB 21 and MB 21 AB populations. The largest estimate 
of VA was for MB 21 AB. Estimates of VA for ear weight were Intermediate 
for MB 21, highest for MB 21 A, and the lowest for MB 21 B and MB 21 AB 
(Table 3). 
The VD:VA ratio was expressed as zero for those Instances In which VD 
had a negative estimate, which was assumed as zero. Estimates of VD were 
generally positive for prolificacy, ear weight, and yield. For 
prolificacy the VD:VA ratios were less than one. The VD:VA ratios for 
ear weight were less than one for MB 21 A, 1.36 for MB 21, and more than 
three times on MB 21 B (4.28) and MB 21 AB (3.48). For yield the 
magnitude of VD relative to VA was 1.53 for the original population, 2.14 
for MB 21 A, and 2.08 for MB 21 B, respectively, and 0.97 for MB 21 AB. 
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Small variations in herltabllities were obtained for ear height and 
grain moisture. Heritability increased for days to silk from 43.8% for 
MB 21 to 74.9% in MB 21 A and 82.0% in MB 21 B, whereas heritability 
decreased for ear weight from MB 21 (45.9%) to MB 21 B (13.5%) and MB 21 
AB (22.0%). For prolificacy there were reductions in heritability, more 
pronounced in MB 21 B. The estimates of heritability for yield were 
similar to those for prolificacy with the greatest change occurring from 
MB 21 (44.5%) to MB 21 B (10.6%). All of the standard errors were 
similar in magnitude, and if the standard errors are used to Judge 
significant difference between estimates of heritabilities, the estimates 
are similar among the four populations. 
The coefficient of additive variation (CVA), which is equivalent to 
two times the Genetic Coefficient of Variability suggested by Johnson et 
al. (1955), has a useful application to compare diverse populations 
because it is a measure of the additive variance with respect to the 
mean. When heritability is measured on a plant basis, similar 
information can be inferred with both parameters, but when selection is 
made on a plant basis, the CVA is more accurate for comparisons (Vargas-
Sànches et al., 1980). Estimates of CVA for the six traits for the four 
populations are listed in Table 3. Estimates of CVA for prolificacy 
increased from 8.75 in MB 21 to 11.87, 10.39, and 13.96 for the three 
selected populations. For yield there was about 20% reduction in MB 21 
AB, and nearly 50% reduction in the two selected populations, MB 21 A and 
MB 21 B. 
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Ganatle-environment intfraçtjçn; 
Estimates of the genetic x environment interaction variances are 
listed in Table 4. The estimates of the additive x environment (VAE) 
anddominance x environment (VDE) components are listed in columns one and 
five. Table 4 also includes the ratios VAE/VA and VDE/VD. In general, 
the estimates of VAE and VDE and their standard errors have the same 
trends as those for VA and VD: more negative estimates for VDE and also 
higher standard errors. In some traits (e.g.,ear height) the estimates 
of VAE indicate that the interaction increased with selection in the 
three populations. For other traits there were increases of estimates of 
interaction component for one or two populations, and decreases for 
others. The magnitude of VAE Increased with selection for prolificacy 
(e.g., MB 21 AB), whereas for yield the estimate for VAE decreased for MB 
21 A, and increased for MB 21 AB and MB 21 B. 
The estimates for VDE for ear height, days to silk, and grain 
moisture were negative in most instances. Generally, the standard errors 
were large and sometimes exceeded the estimates of VDE, especially on ear 
height, ear weight, and yield. The selected populations had the largest 
standard errors. Estimates of VDE for yield varied among selection 
environments: MB 21 A had a large and positive estimate, MB 21 B had an 
estimate of similar magnitude but negative, and for MB 21 AB the 
estimatewas similar to the estimate for the original MB 21 population. 
The ratios VAE/VA generally were less than one, and tended to 
increase with selection with respect to MB 21 for most of the traits. 
The ratios VDE/VD for ear height, days to silk, and grain moisture were 
undetermined because of the negative estimates of the components of 
Table 4. Variances due to genetic x environment Interaction (VAE and VDE), and their components 
at A and B semesters 
Tralt^ Pop. VAE VAE/VA^ VAE(A) VAE(B) VDE VDE/VD^ VDE(A) VDE(B) 
0 15.82 12.9 0.1 26.46 4.89 6.83 24.0 u 38.61 -19.16 
A 38.05 23.7 0.1 109.72 -33.63 37.65 41.0 u -22.01 97.31 
EH B 55.04 22.4 0.3 116.66 -11.51 -43.34 33.6 u -118.11 39.37 
AB 45.42 22.6 0.2 123.04 -33.28 -9.75 36.9 u -30.79 11.29 
0 0.6660 0.39 0.5 -0.2411 1.5750 -1.7820 0.72 0.8 -0.6331 -2.9359 
A 2.4938 0.71 0.4 0.9120 4.0760 -2.9157 0.87 u -0.5044 -5.3268 
Silk B 1.1475 0.49 0.2 -0.7800 3.0600 -1.2383 0.76 u 0.2401 -2.7100 
AB 1.5732 0.57 0.9 1.7240 1.4230 -1.4183 0.82 u 0.6016 -2.2351 
0 0.6754 0.71 0.6 2.8301 -1.4791 2.3512 1.34 u -0.6908 5.3904 
A 2.2929 0.90 1.1 3.6230 0.9629 -2.3620 1.35 3.0 -2.3637 2.3596 
Mo B 3.5750 1.30 0.7 7.9660 -0.8170 -1.9253 1.83 u -6.3460 2.4411 
AB 0.0886 0.50 0.1 0.1740 0.0001 2.3373 1.08 u 3.6652 1.0093 
0 -2.560 2.0 -0.5 -1.365 -3.737 9.460 5.50 u -4.906 23.668 
A 0.859 4.1 0.1 -5.147 6.874 -15.110 9.80 -1.2 -13.152 -17.064 
Prol° B 3.964 6.5 0.4 -5.293 13.259 32.549 13.0 6.0 10.173 56.596 
AB 22.935 9.7 0.8 17.200 28.658 -10.700 14.7 -0.8 -10.365 -11.015 
0 9.80 38.0 0.1 88.74 -69.33 111.26 82.8 0.6 117.93 105.56 
A 16.45 45.4 0.1 81.45 -48.53 98.89 98.3 1.9 -33.28 231.04 
EV B 240.15 101.3 5.0 326.22 150.74 74.60 150.0 0.4 93.97 61.84 
AB 88.04 58.4 1.6 195.28 -19.19 100.71 102.6 0.5 -28.44 229.86 
0 40.62 47.5 0.2 127.79 -46.34 148.97 92.1 0.6 70.26 224.94 
A -13.05 83.6 -0.1 0.80 -26.91 253.26 195.3 0.8 -31.85 538.35 
Yi B 712.68 232.9 9.6 453.56 975.03 -258.91 302.7 -1.7 -123.28 -391.82 
AB 422.90 194.9 1.6 190.23 655.56 116.67 116.67 0.4 295.88 -62.55 
^EH - ear height. Silk - days to silk. Mo - grain moisture, Prol - prolificacy, EW - ear weight, 
and Yi - Yield. 
^Negative values of genetic variances produced an undetermined value (u), but negative values of VAE 
or VDE produced negative ratios. 
^Variances and their components for prolificacy are multiplied by 1000. 
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variance (Table 4). 
The partition of the variances of the Interactions for each semester, 
Is more useful to determine the magnitude of the Interactions for each 
cropping season. Some characters, such as ear height, grain moisture, 
and ear weight, had a larger additive Interaction at the A semester, and 
either a low or a negative estimate at the B semester. For prolificacy 
and days to silk the situation was the reverse. For yield the VAE 
Interaction was positive at A semester and negative at B semester for MB 
21, and MB 21 A. MB 21 B and MB 21 AB also had large and positive 
Interaction at both semesters. At the B semester, the VAE estimate was 
two times greater than the observed at A semester (Table 4). 
The decomposition of the VDE among semesters *as more complex. 
Generally, the magnitude of VDE was either lower or negative at A 
semester for ear height, grain moisture, prolificacy, and yield, except 
for MB 21 AB. The greatest values of VDE for yield were at the B 
semester for MB 21 A (positive) and MB 21 B (negative). 
Phenotvplc gnd genetic additive correlations 
The phenotyplc correlations were smaller than the additive genetic 
correlations (Table 5). Although there was not always a correspondence 
between their signs, or one of the correlations was greater in comparison 
with the other, the phenotyplc and additive genetic correlations 
generally had the same trend. Genetic correlations between the other 
traits and prolificacy for the original population were positive, with 
the largest for grain moisture and the lowest for ear height and ear 
weight. All traits also had a large and positive genetic correlation 
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Table 5. Phenotyplc* and additive genetic^ correlations 
among traits estimated for two environments(A and B 
semesters) 
Twttff 
Traits^ pop. EH Silk Mo Frol Etf Yi 
0 0.27** 0.38** 0.27** 0.55 ** 0.56** 
EH A 0.24** 0.12** 0.15** -0.05 0.10** 
B 0.28** -0.02 0.09** 0.06* 0.04 
AB 0.35** 0.15** 0.04 -0.04 0.01 
0 0.44 0.09** 0.28** -0.10** 0.03 
Silk A 0.64 0.16** -0.08* -0.11** -0.14** 
B 0.73 0.22** -0.06* -0.11** -0.12** 
AB 0.68 0.40** 0.08* -0.01 0.06* 
0 0.58 0.12 0.41** 0.43** 0.51** 
Mo A 0.36 0.58 -0.05 0.13** 0.07* 
B -0.02 0.75 -0.03 0.20** 0.13** 
AB 0.43 0.48 0.01 0.34** 0.28** 
0 0.17 0.71 0.87 0.22 0.65** 
Prol A 0.21 -0.20 -0.31 -0.25 0.68** 
B 0.52 0.06 -0.23 -0.13 0.66** 
AB 0.13 0.48 0.09 -0.14 0.71** 
0 0.76 -0.01 0.74 0.08 0.87** 
EW A -0.31 -0.32 -0.52 -0.64 0.52** 
B -0.82 -0.41 0.06 -0.75 0.62** 
AB -0.22 0.00 0.06 -0.57 0.57** 
0 0.71 0.28 0.83 0.63 0.82 
Yi A -0.11 -0.58 -0.87 0.48 0.35 
B 0.15 -0.27 -0.43 1.00 -0.49 
AB 0.06 0.54 0.18 0.86 -0.06 
'Right triangle: Phenotyplc correlations. 
^Left triangle: Additive genetic correlations. 
^EH - ear height. Silk - days to silk, Mo - grain 
moisture, Frol - prolificacy, Etf - ear weight, Ti - Yield. 
*, **: Respectlvelly, significance levels at 5% and 10%. 
Significance was not estimated on genetic correlations. 
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with yield for the original population. Including thoae traits with low 
correlation with prolificacy. The genetic correlation between yield and 
prolificacy was 0.63 In MB 21 and Increased In MB 21 B and MB 21 AB. The 
lowest genetic correlation with yield was for days to silk (0.28) and the 
highest for grain moisture (0.93) In the original MB 21 population (Table 
5). 
There were several changes for the selected populations In comparison 
with MB 21. For example, the Increase of the genetic correlation between 
yield and prolificacy, and the decrease between yield and ear weight and 
ear weight and prolificacy, as a result of the selection (Table 5). 
Evidently, selection for prolificacy selected against larger ears. 
Association between days to silk and grain moisture was Increased 
with the selection In each population because both traits are measures of 
maturity. The correlations of days to silk and grain moisture with yield 
changed from positive correlation In MB 21 to negative correlations in MB 
21 A and MB 21 B (Table 5). 
Estimates of the expected and realized herltabllltles with basis on 
one plant for yield and prolificacy are listed In Tables 6 and 7. 
Expected herltablllty (Table 6) was estimated for the original MB 21, 
using a combination of the estimates obtained from the data of all 
experiments (genetic variances, variances of interaction, and a fraction 
of the experimental error), and the analysis of the sample for individual 
measures (to estimate the within plot variances). 
Two estimates for herltablllty were placed on the last two columns of 
Table 6. Estimates of Individual plant herltablllty (H^ and H2) and Its components for 
prolificacy and yield at the A and B semesters, and the combined analysis (G), for the 
original MB 21 maize population 
Trait Sem. VA VAE VD VDE V* VE VF Hi(%) H2(%) 
A (5.614 -1.365)* (-4.144b -4.906) 103.570 7.626 115.445 4.9 3.7 
Proic B (5.614 -3.737) (-4.144 23.688) 87.417 14.167 107.404 5.2 1.7 
C 5.614 -2.560 -4.144 9.460 100.864 10.516 116.552 4.8 4.8 
A (168.19 127.79) (257.10 71.26) 1495.06 96.48 1821.62 9.2 16.2 
Yield B (168.19 -46.34) (257.10 224.94) 1955.60 131.56 2268.64 7.4 5.4 
C 168.19 40.62 257.10 148.97 1728.97 115.51 2134.50 7.9 7.9 
^Inside parenthesis is the total estimate of the respective genetic variance in individual 
semesters, irtilch vas used to compute H2 (a more biased estimate, in comparison with estimated 
with VA at C). 
^These negative estimates were taken as zero to estimate phenotypic variances. 
^Prol - prolificacy. All the estimates of variances for prolificacy are multiplied by 1000. 
Table 7. Inferences for the realized herltablllty and additive genetic variance used for the 
selection In each of the three selection environments (A and B semesters, and 
continued selection, AB), observed at A, B, and both semesters (C) 
Type Realized H^(%) Realized Additive Variance* 
of 
Traits" selection ABC A B 
A 
Prol^ B 
AB 
A 
Yield B 
AB 
3.91 7.57 
2.85 7.00 
10.04 11.29 
3.70 10.03 
1.40 10.58 
3.86 14.86 
5.60 4.516 
4.96 2.520 
10.46 11.464 
6.88 67.44 
6.11 25.67 
9.44 70.34 
8.140 6.513 
7.536 5.587 
12.002 12.020 
227.65 146.91 
240.11 130.34 
337.08 201.55 
*Both estimates, herltablllty and additive variance, are biased upward due to correlated 
response yield-prolificacy, and vice versa. 
bprol — prolificacy. Additive variances for prolificacy are multiplied by 1000. 
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Table 6. The first estimate (H^) used the VA estimated for the two 
environments. This is designated as the true heritability because it is 
using the least biased estimate for VA. On the second estimate (H2), the 
estimate for VA obtained at each semester was used, which is expected to 
have greater bias, because of the fraction of interaction. For 
prolificacy the expected heritability was larger at the better semester 
(B), whereas for yield it was larger at the less favorable semester (A). 
H2 had a great difference with at the A semester, due to the large and 
positive additive x environment fraction for yield that the original 
population showed at the A semester (Tables 4 and 6). 
The largest component of the Individual phenotyplc variance (VP) is 
the within plot variance (Table 6). The within plot variance component 
and the additive genetic variance are the two factors that contributed to 
the value of the individual heritability. 
The realized heritability was Inferred from the observed gains by 
selection at A (MB 21 A), B (MB 21 B) and continuously at A and B 
semesters (MB 21 AB). The realized gains were also used for estimation 
of the additive genetic variance used in each case. Both realized 
herltablllty and utilized additive genetic variance were estimated under 
the assumption of no correlated selection effects between yield and 
prolificacy (Table 7). Falconer (1981) stated that realized herltablllty 
is not really a valid estimate for heritability of the basic population, 
due to bias of some effects (e.g., environmental effects and inbreeding 
depression), but it is a measure of the response to selection. In spite 
of these considerations, there were no large differences between the 
expected values and the values estimated for realized herltablllty at 
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both semesters, particularly for yield, and for prolificacy In the A and 
the B types of selection. 
The values for realized herltablllty and additive genetic variance 
are related to response to selection. Three estimates were obtained for 
each kind of selection: direct response, indirect response, and the 
average response. For MB 21 AB, the estimates at the two semesters were 
assumed to be direct response (which is not completely true). In Table 
7, the direct response for selection at B semester was superior to the 
direct response for selection at A semester, but the indirect and the 
average responses were higher for selection at A semester. Selection at 
AB, however, had the largest response. 
The estimates of additive genetic variance on yield in Table 7 were, 
on the average, nearer to the estimate of VA on the original population 
(168.19, Table 3), but higher for prolificacy (5.614 x 1000, Table 3). 
As with the realized herltablllty, the additive genetic variance that 
would be utilized was higher for selection at A semester than for 
selection at B semester. 
Discussion 
Significant differences were observed between the two tested cropping 
seasons. The conditions at A semester favored the development of plant 
height (measured through ear height) at the expense of yield, which is 
one of the negative characteristics observed in tropical maize. In the 
same season, however, the plants had earlier silking dates, but the 
higher grain moisture at harvest indicates that a longer period between 
planting to silking would be more desirable. 
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The general performance for yield and prolificacy, the characters 
under selection, was better In the B semester, which confirms the general 
expectation that the B semester Is the better semester to grow maize In 
the Cauca Valley. The original population, however, had a better 
performance In the A semester. The general environmental conditions at 
the time of testing were not different from the expected normal 
conditions for this region; therefore, the environmental conditions would 
not be a cause for the difference in results. Possible errors in choice 
of the planting field for the A semester are probably a better 
explanation for this phenomenon. Field used with the first population 
(MB 21) was exposed to damage by birds that caused loss of ears. This 
explanation was considered at harvesting time because an examination of 
the sample of individual plants showed that many of them had a reduction 
In grain per ear. A correction was made for damaged ears, to determine 
if this would effectively improve the yield and prolificacy data. But 
this correction would have required a general change in the original 
data, so the corrected data were not used. It was also speculated that 
the yield and prolificacy of MB 21, using the estimates of additive 
variance listed on Table 7 to predict the gain, would make corrections 
for damaged ears. The observed gains with selected populations, based on 
the corrections for ear damage were similar to those obtained with the 
correction (0.893 for prolificacy and 83.9 for yield at the A semester, 
and 0.916 for prolificacy and 100.8 for yield at the B semester). This 
confirms the data that the original population (MB 21) would have had a 
higher performance at B semester. 
The observed direct and correlated gains are similar to those 
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reported In the literature (Gardner, 1961; Johnson, 1963; Mollna-Galàn, 
1977; Marecfc and Gardner, 1979; Lonnqulst et al. 1979, Johnson and 
Geadelman, 1989, Torregroza Castro and Harpstead, 1973; Torregrosa-
Castro, 1973; etc.). Gains on yield and prolificacy after 10 years of 
selection also agree with the tendencies observed in previous cycles by 
Rodriguez et al. (1976). 
Large standard errors for most of the estimated parameters were 
observed. Standard errors of considerable magnitude are common in 
estimation of genetic variances in temperate maize populations (Hallauer 
and Miranda, 1988). The standard errors obtained in this study emphasize 
the importance of the use of more environments and replications to obtain 
more precise estimates. This aspect can be more important for 
estimations of genetic parameters in tropical environments, in which the 
environmental variability is greatest. 
The large standard errors for genetic variances suggested the 
estimates were similar for the different populations. If any changes had 
occurred, it seems the greatest changes of the genetic variances were 
more important for yield and prolificacy. For prolificacy, there was an 
increase of VA and VD (more in MB 21 AB and less in MB 21 A and B), which 
suggests that changes for these parameters have been a direct function of 
the number of cycles completed. For yield there were reductions of VA 
for MB 21 A and MB 21 B and an increase of VA for MB 21 AB, which 
supports the consideration that the additive genetic variance can be 
increased with an increase of the mean (Falconer, 1981). These changes 
would depend not only on the changes of gene frequencies, but also on the 
predominant gene action (Falconer, 1981). An increase of the additive 
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genetic variance «Lao waa reported by Lonnqulat et al. (1966) and Helms 
et al. (1989). Reductions on VA, as for the A and B populations, have 
been reported for Moll and Smith (1981), Vargas-Sànchee et al. (1982), 
and Helms et al. (1989). 
Estimates of additive genetic variances for yield and prolificacy 
were higher for MB 21 A than for MB 21 B, which suggests that the 
selection process at the less favorable environment (semester) was more 
accurate to retain (in the case of yield) or increase (in the case of 
prolificacy) favorable alleles. The additive genetic variances were 
greater in MB 21 AB than in MB 21 A and MB 21 B, which suggests that 
selection in both environments was more effective than selection in only 
one environment for retaining genetic variability. 
The VD/VA ratios for those characters in which estimates of VD were 
not negative are lower in comparison with the estimates commonly reported 
for temperate maize (Moll and Robinson, 1967; Hallauer and Miranda, 
1988), but they were similar to some reported In tropical maize (Timothy, 
1961; Carballo, 1961; Estrada, 1977; Vargas-Sinchex et al., 1984). 
The smaller estimates of the variances for the original and selected 
populations were not reflected in the responses to selection. Although 
those estimates were smaller, the heritabillties and coefficients of 
additive variation for prolificacy and yield in MB 21 were adequate to 
expect selection gains. Reduction in heritabillties with selection was 
less for prolificacy than for yield, and the estimates of heritabllity 
for the two characters were similar for MB 21 A and MB 21 AB and lowest 
for MB 21 B. It suggests that future gains would be larger for 
prolificacy than for yield, and lower for MB 21 B than for MB 21 A and MB 
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21 AB. 
The CVA, which can be more useful than general herltablllty to 
compare populations. Increased for prolificacy, suggesting that larger 
additional gains with mass selection can be expected in future cycles. 
The CVA for yield showed some reduction on MB 21 AB. Greater reductions 
in CVA were detected in MB 21 A and MB 21 B. Reductions of CVA also 
showed that expected gain in future cycles of selection will be lower for 
MB 21 B than for MB 21 A 
The magnitudes of the variances of interaction genotype by 
environment averaged over the two semesters were lower than the estimates 
of VA. When those components were partitioned for the two semesters, 
further explanations for the response to selection can be hypothesized. 
Traits that had greater expression at the A semester had the tendency for 
highest VAE at the same semester (ear height and moisture, and partially 
ear weight). Those traits whose means were highest at the B semester had 
a lower VAE fraction at the A semester (prolificacy and days to silk, and 
yield for the selected populations). This would suggest that it is 
easier to select for a trait, or that a higher gain would be expected, 
when selection is made In an environment in which the trait is less 
expressed (a lower mean) because the bias caused by the genetic-
environment interaction is lower than in a contrary situation. In 
support of this suggestion is that, although the original MB 21 had a 
higher VAE at the A semester, MB 21 A, which is the result of selection 
at that environment, has a reduced value (almost zero for VAE). The 
effect of the selection at the B semester is an Increase of the 
Interaction fraction, which was the highest at B semester, but also was 
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high at A aemester. VAE for MB 21 AB probably was Increased by selection 
at B semesters and decreased by selection at A semesters, but, due to the 
major effects of selection at B semester, this resulted in a higher 
estimate of VAE which was largest at B, but in both cases smaller than 
for MB 21 B. One consequence was that yield of MB 21 A was similar in 
both semesters. MB 21 A was the only population that was not 
significantly different between semesters, which shows that the gain was 
expressed in the two environments. The response in MB 21 A is opposite 
to the suggestions about lack of response to selection in poorer 
environments (Prey, 1964; Rossielle and Hamblin, 1981) and endorses the 
opposed idea about this topic of Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton (1974) and 
the suggestions of Mareck and Gardner (1979). 
Tables 6 and 7 Include heritability estimates for individual plant 
selection. For yield, the best estimate of heritability in MB 21 was at 
the A semester. A similar situation was found in the selected 
populations for yield and for prolificacy (data not shown). These data 
do not support the hypothesis that herltabilltles in a less favorable 
environment will be lower (Frey, 1964). The genetic variances were not 
the only determinant of this estimate of heritability. The within plot 
variance, which is the main part of the individual phenotypic variance. 
Includes a greater portion of the total genetic and genetic-environment 
variances than among plot variances. This component would have also a 
major component due to among plant environmental variance. The within 
plot variance was so important that an estimate of individual 
heritability would be made using only the additive genetic variance as 
numerator and the within plot variance as denominator. In the case of 
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prolificacy for the original MB 21, the component due to environmental 
effects among plants within a plot was less dependent on the general 
environmental condition. However, the estimates of VW and VE (which 
Include all the variance due to environmental causes) are larger for 
yield at the best semester (B), which caused a lower estimate of 
herltablllty. Selection for prolificacy, therefore, could be less 
affected by the environment, as it was suggested by Lonnqulst (1967). 
A larger estimate of the additive genetic variance in a good 
environment would Include a larger bias due to the additive-environment 
interaction fraction (e.g., MB 21 B, at B semester, in which VA for yield 
was 1050.6, but VAE was 975.03). That estimate will produce a higher 
estimate for herltablllty and higher selection gains at that environment, 
but tested in a poorer environment, the selection gains can be 
negligible. But in the opposite case a better response would be obtained 
when testing is made at a good environment, due to a lower bias of the 
interaction fraction on the additive genetic variance. 
Highest average gain, which was estimated through realized 
herltablllty, and possibly a better use of the true available additive 
genetic variance, was realized when selection was made at the less 
favorable semester (A). Selection at the best semester (B) produced a 
higher direct response (which is measured at the same environment used 
for selection), but a lower indirect gain (the result of the test at the 
alternate environment). Response to selection was in agreement with the 
suggestion of a better average response for selection at the less 
favorable environment than the obtained for selection at the more 
favorable environment. 
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Selection et the AB semesters produced, however, the greatest gain. 
Selection at the AB semester also Increased the additive genetic additive 
variance, a situation considered as a principal goal In a recurrent 
selection program (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). The wide basis of the 
germplasm used to form MB 21 surely was Important for this result, 
because selection made at both semesters, although the successive 
environmental changes, was able to accumulate a higher percentage of the 
gain obtained at each environment. This confirms the theoretical 
statements of Falconer (1981) that It Is better to select at several 
environments, and agrees with other previously mentioned reports 
(Rodriguez et al., 1976; Arboleda-Rivera et al., 1979-80; Lonnqulst et 
al., 1979; Mareck and Gardner, 1979). 
Ear height, grain moisture, days to silk, and ear weight, were 
positively correlated with yield and prolificacy. Correlations between 
yield and prolificacy Increased with the selection because selection was 
emphasized for both traits. Another. Important change was the reduction 
of the correlation between ear weight with prolificacy and yield, and 
other traits. Selection that emphasized prolificacy decreased ear size. 
Correlations were reduced between ear height and the other characters. 
This Indicates that. In spite of the Increase In ear height, selection 
was not favoring the tallest plants, which will be less efficient for 
production. 
Correlations between days to silk and grain moisture, which are 
different measures of developmental periods, suggest that the frequency 
of common alleles was Increased. There was a low genetic correlation 
between days to silk and yield in the original MB 21. Other correlations 
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with day# to silk either decreased or became negative (MB 21 A, MB 21 B). 
This explains why a reduction in days to silk was found in preliminary 
evaluations (Rodriguez et al., 1976; Arboleda-Rlvera et al., 1979-80). 
Days to silk was the correlated trait with the least percentage of change 
with respect to the original population. The correlations and the 
indirect responses agreed with the results reported in the literature 
(Torregroza Castro and Harpstead, 1967; Lonnquist, 1967, Troyer and 
Larkins, 1985; Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). 
Conclusions 
1.- Selection was predicted in three environments: favorable 
environment (B semester), less favorable environment (A semester), and in 
both environments. Selection at the three environmental conditions 
produced three different populations, each one with different genetic and 
phenotypic properties. 
2.- Most of the genetic and phenotypic changes were intermediate for 
MB 21 A and MB 21 B, which, after ten years, had ten complete cycles of 
selection. Changes were more pronounced or diverse in MB 21 AB, which 
was selected for ten cycles at A semesters and ten cycles at B semesters. 
3.- Selection at the less favorable environment (A semester) had less 
genetic-environment interaction effects, especially of the additive type, 
as compared with selection at the more favorable environment (B semester) 
which had increased environmental effects. 
4.- Individual plant herltabillty of the original population, 
examined at each semester, was higher for the less favorable environment, 
because of the greater within plot variance and environmental components 
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in the more favorable environment. 
5- Population produced by selection at the less favorable 
environment, on the average, was better than the population selected at 
the better environment. Population selected in the better environment 
only had a high response when it was evaluated at the best semester. 
Continued selection in both environments was able to retain a greater 
part of the gain obtained at each environment. Responses to selection 
also were supported by the analysis of the realized heritablllty and the 
apparent amount of additive genetic variance that each selective process 
was able to use. 
6.- The average gains by year on the selected characters, as measured 
by differences between the original and the selected populations, were 
3.8, 3.4, and 5.3% for yield, and 2.3, 2.0, and 4.3% for prolificacy, 
respectively, for the MB 21 K, MB 21 B, and MB 21 AB populations. 
7.-Correlated responses for ear height, days to silk, grain moisture, 
and ear weight, were positive, and had the same tendencies observed for 
the direct gains in the different populations. Responses were lowest for 
days to silk and highest for ear height. 
8.- Changes in genetic variances were observed for additive genetic 
variance. For yield, estimates of VA diminished for MB 21 A and MB 21 B, 
but increased for MB 21 AB. However, the standard errors of the 
estimates of VA were large. 
9.- General heritablllty (on a plot basis) for yield and prolificacy 
was reduced with the selection, but the reduction was lower for 
prolificacy. The magnitudes of heritablllty were similar for MB 21 A and 
MB 21 AB, but lowest for MB 21 B. The coefficient of additive genetic 
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variation Increased for prolificacy and decreased for yield. 
10.- MB 21 AB presented the highest coefficient of additive variation 
(CVA) for prolificacy, and for yield It was almost of the same magnitude 
as that observed In the original population. Although MB 21 AB has had 
greatest number of cycles of selection (20 cycles), MB 21 AB Is the one 
In which greatest future additional gains would be expected. 
11.- Changes of the phenotyplc and additive genetic correlations were 
also caused by the selection. Increases In correlations between 
prolificacy and yield and moisture and days to silk, and reduction for 
ear weight with Increase of prolificacy were the more Important changes. 
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SECTION 2: EFFICIENCY OF CORRELATED RESPONSES 
Abstract 
A maize fZaa mava L.) selection program that used diverse kinds of 
environments was made in Palmira, Colombia, a tropical region in which 
two seasons per year (semesters A and B) are available to grow maize. 
The A semester is considered less favorable for cropping, whereas the B 
semester is considered the better semester to grow maize in the region. 
Both semesters were used for selection to represent different 
environmental conditions. 
The selection program was made in a maize population with a wide 
germplasm base, MB 21. From this original population, three populations 
were developed selecting independently at the A and B semesters, and the 
third one selecting in both semesters. Mass selection for yield and 
prolificacy was used for 10 years. Four populations were available to 
evaluate the selection: the original MB 21, MB 21 A, developed after 10 
cycles of selection in A semesters, MB 21 B, developed after 10 cycles of 
selection in B semesters, and MB 21 AB, which was obtained after 10 
cycles of selection in A semesters and 10 cycles of selection in B 
semesters. 
A Design I mating design (Comstock and Robinson, 1948) was made in 
each of the four populations and evaluated at one A and one B semester. 
Gains on prolificacy and yield and some other correlated characters were 
measured as the differences between the original and the selected 
populations, measuring the average performance per plant for each trait. 
Genetic variances and additive correlations of the original populations 
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were estimated and used to estimate Individual plant herltabllltles for 
yield and prolificacy. Individual plant data from a sample of the 
progenies were Included to provide an estimate of the within plot 
variances. 
Expected and realized gains on each of the three populations were 
examined to determine the efficiencies of the different correlated 
responses. Comparisons of the changes observed for other correlated 
traits and the expected gains, depending on their correlations with yield 
and with prolificacy, were made. 
The results Indicated that the use of selection by the two traits 
(yield and prolificacy) enhanced the expected and realized gain, which 
would be obtained with independent selection on each trait. It seems 
that the correlated response from yield over prolificacy had a more 
positive effect than the correlated response from prolificacy over yield. 
The efficiencies of the correlated gain due to prolificacy over yield 
were 36 and 56% for the tests conducted at semesters A and B, based on 
the expected gains, whereas on the realized values the efficiencies were 
19 and 119%, respectively. For yield over prolificacy those efficiencies 
were 109 and 125% for tests conducted at semesters A and B on the 
expected gains, and 56 and 46% for the realized gains. 
A better correlated response was found when selection was made at A 
semester, the less favorable semester, when measured at B semester, the 
more favorable semester. The correlated gains by selection at A semester 
(measured at B semester) were 137 and 184% for yield and prolificacy, 
respectively, for the expected gains, and 95 and 108% for the realized 
gains. The correlated gains by selection at B (measured at A semester) 
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ware 59 and 101% for yield and prolificacy, respectively, for the 
expected gains, and 38 and 73% for the realised gains. 
The gains observed in MB 21 AB showed that the selection system that 
produced the best result was the continued selection at the two 
semesters. The AB selection, as a whole system, showed a higher capacity 
to retain the total gains, based on selection at the A and B semesters. 
The efficiencies to this respect were 76 and 72% for yield, and 149 and 
77% for prolificacy, measured at the A and B semesters, respectively. 
The changes observed on other characters were higher than expected 
for ear height and days to silk in MB 21 A and MB 21 B, but lower in MB 
21 AB. In the same manner the realized gain for ear weight and grain 
moisture was only between 50 and 80% of the expected gain in MB 21 A and 
MB 21 B, and 15% for ear weight and 26% for grain moisture in MB 21 AB. 
The expected correlated gains showed that changes In ear height and ear 
weight would be more influenced by yield, days to silk by prolificacy, 
and grain moisture by both traits. 
There was a low concordance between the expected and the realized 
gains for selection at A semester, because the estimate for additive 
genetic variance included a large fraction of genotype-environment 
interaction variance. 
It was suggested that correlated responses obtained from off-season 
nurseries and stations, which generally are considered poorer 
environments, could be used to increase future gains in selection 
programs. 
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Introduction 
Correlated response to selection Is a problem that has been discussed 
by many authors. Falconer (1981) and Hallauer and Miranda (1988) stated 
that due to the additive genetic correlation, selection not only affects 
the mean of the selected character, but also affects those traits that 
are correlated with the first one. Direct response (DR) depends on the 
additive genetic variance of the character of selection, whereas the 
correlated response (CR) depends on the additive genetic correlation 
between the first and the second traits. Both direct and correlated 
responses, however, are determined by the phenotyplc variance of the 
selected character. It Is stated that total response (R) - DR + CR, 
where DR - kc VA, /(^VP,), and CR - kc CovA^ /(/VP,), with k - the 
Intensity of selection, c - the fraction of the additive genetic variance 
used by the selection method, VA, - the additive variance of the selected 
trait X, VP, — the phenotyplc variance of x, and CovA,y - the additive 
genetic covarlance between x and y traits. 
Falconer (1981) and Hallauer and Miranda (1988) Indicated that the 
efficiency of the Indirect selection Is a function of the additive 
genetic correlation and thie herltabllltles of both characters: 
E - r hy /h,, at an equivalent selection Intensity, which means that the 
indirect selection is only more effective than direct selection when the 
product r.hy is greater than h,. Hallauer and Miranda (1988) stated that 
the additive genetic correlation usually is lower when hy is higher than 
h,, and vice versa. 
Researchers have found positive gains on yield when selection has 
been made for prolificacy, and vice versa (Torregroza-Castro and 
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Harpatead, 1967; Lonnqulst, 1967; Torregroza-Castro, 1973; Klncer and 
Josephson, 1976; Marack and Gardner, 1979; Carmen-Carrlllo and Arboleda-
Rlvera, 1982; Arboleda-Rlvera and Vargas-Sénchez, 1982b; Sink et al., 
1986). Lonnqulst (1967) also found a higher correlated response 
selecting for prolificacy at 5% selection pressure, compared with direct 
selection for yield at 10% selection pressure. He concluded that 
prolificacy met the conditions suggested by Falconer (1981) for a higher 
correlated response: a simpler Inheritance, a better stability over 
environments, more precision In the measurement, and the possibility of a 
higher selection pressure. 
Simultaneous selection for yield and prolificacy was used by 
Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton (1974), and preliminary evaluations of the 
present study were reported by Rodriguez et al. (1976), Arboleda-Rlvera 
et al. (1979-80) and Arboleda-Rlvera and Vargas-Sànchez (1982a). In 
general, prolificacy and yield were positively correlated, and the means 
of both traits were Increased with simultaneous selection. 
Some animal researchers have suggested that the genotype-environment 
Interaction can be a case of correlated response (Falconer, 1960; Tamada 
and Bell, 1969; Orozco, 1976). Falconer (1960, 1981) suggested that a 
character selected at different environments could be taken as different 
characters because the response to selection would be due to different 
physiological aspects of the character, depending on the kind of 
environment. As an example. Falconer (1981) stated that growth rate In a 
rich nutritional environment would be a matter of appetite, but a matter 
of efficiency of food utilization In a poor nutritional environment. In 
this case the additive correlation between response at two different 
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environments measures the level In which these two kinds of characters 
are due to the same alleles. Then, the level in which a trait responds 
to selection in a different environment Is conditioned by the additive 
correlation between the response at the two environments and by the 
herltablllty of the trait at those environments. Efficiency of the 
correlated response, compared with the direct response, also can be 
estimated. 
The concept of correlated response in different environments has not 
been fully exploited in plants. Some reports have focused on the type of 
environment in which the response could be greater (Prey, 1964; Arboleda-
Rlvera and Compton, 1974; Rodriguez et al., 1976; Mareck and Gardner, 
1979; Rossielle and Hamblin, 1981; Johnson and Geadelman, 1989), but it 
could be possible to take advantage of poorer environments and off­
season nurseries to provide some additional gain in selective programs. 
If there is an additive genetic correlation between the performance of 
the trait at the two or more different environments, an increase of gain 
can be achieved by selection at the two or more environments. 
The present research was conducted in a tropical Colombian maize 
population (MB 21) in which simultaneous selection for yield and 
prolificacy was conducted in three environments. The environments 
included two different growing seasons of the same year (semesters A and 
B). Selection was conducted in each semester and in both seasons (AB 
selection) Continuously. After 10 years three populations were 
available : MB 21 10 A (named here MB 21 A), MB 21 10 B (named MB 21 B), 
and MB 21 20 AB (named MB 21 AB). The principal objective of the study 
was to evaluate the efficiency of the correlated responses on yield and 
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prolificacy, relative efficiency of selection for the three environments, 
correlated response In the two semesters, and the correlated changes In 
other characters with selection for yield and prolificacy. 
Materials and Methodology 
Location 
The research was conducted at the Centro Naclonal de Investlgaclon 
Palmira, a Colombian center for agricultural and animal research. CNI 
Palmira Is located In the Cauca Valley, at 3° 26' North Latitude, 76° 19' 
Vest Longitude, and 1006 m of altitude. Two cropping seasons per year, 
the A and the B semesters, are available In the Cauca Valley. In general 
the A semester (23.7° C average temperature, and 488 mm rainfall 
average), extends between March and August, and Is considered less 
productive than the B semester (23.6° C average temperature average, and 
533 mm rainfall average), which extends between September and February. 
Average yield In the A semester Is expected to be 80 to 90% of the yield 
that normally Is harvested In the B semester. 
fenptYPif rnpttri#! 
MB 21 (Basic Maize No 21), an advanced generation of the cross of ETC 
X USA 342, was used for this research. ETC Is a Colombian variety 
developed through a wide germplasm composite by Chavarrlaga-Mlsas (1966). 
USA 342 is the collection number of the Colombian Bank of Germplasm 
corresponding to the Vest Indian Composite population, developed by 
Vllllam L. Brown. MB 21 was chosen because the wide germplasm base of 
Its parents and their adaptability to diverse tropical and subtropical 
environments. 
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S@l#9tion m#th949l9gY 
A slx-kg sample of MB 21 was divided Into three parts to conduct a 
program of mass selection program for prolificacy and yield. The grid 
system of mass selection suggested by Gardner (1961) as described by 
Arboleda-Rivera and Compton (1974) was used. One of the three samples of 
the seed was used to select at A semester, the second sample at B 
semester, and the third sample to select continuously at A and B 
semesters. Each selection program was continued for 10 years. Four 
populations were available for testing: one with 10 cycles of selection 
in A semesters (MB 21 A), one with 10 cycles of selection in B semesters 
(MB 21 B), one with 20 cycles of selection in semesters A and B (MB 21 
AB), and the original MB 21 population. 
The selection procedure was made by using isolated plots that were 52 
hills long and 42 hills wide, with a space of 92 cm between adjacent 
hills. Planting was made with four seeds per hill and thinning seedlings 
to two plants per hill, which corresponds to a plant density of 23,600 
plants per hectare (9,550 plantas/acre). Cropping conditions were 
similar to those used in the region, but supplementary irrigation was 
applied only when extreme dry conditions occurred. 
At harvest, the four border rows at the external sides were 
discarded. The field was partitioned into 100 grids with 4x5 hills 
within each grid (40 plants). Four to six of the most prolific plants 
per grid were selected visually, dried, and weighed to select the best 
two plants for yield, which corresponds to a selection pressure of 5%. 
Three balanced composites were made: 24 seeds for each of the 200 
selected plants were bulked; two bulks were used for reserve and the 
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third bulk was used for the next selection cycle. The same basic process 
was used for the 10 years. After the first four years, prolificacy was 
increased, and, for this reason, the plant density was doubled, leaving 
the four seeds per hill without thinning. The selection program was 
conducted between 1972 at the B semester and 1982 at the A semester. 
Evaluation process 
A Design I mating design (Comstock and Robinson, 1948) was conducted 
at 1983-A, for the original and the three derived populations, using 
plants selected at random. Each male plant was mated with four different 
plants taken as females. At harvest 224 progenies (56 males x 4 females) 
were available for the original MB 21 population, and 256 progenies (64 
males x 4 females) were available for the selected populations. The 
progenies within each population were assigned to sets, using the 16 
progenies (4 males x 4 females) taken at random. Each set included two 
replications and were evaluated at one A and one B semester. The 
progenies were planted in plots of one row, using 25 seeds, but the 
experimental unit was determined by the average of all the competitive 
plants in a plot. An average of 15 plants per row was harvested in all 
the experiments. 
The following characters were measured, and the data averaged by the 
number of plants per plot: a) Ear height, in cm, was recorded from the 
level of the soil to the attachment of the upper ear (EH). b) Days to 
silk was the number of days between planting and the date 50% of the 
plants were at silking stage (Silk). c) Moisture was percentage of grain 
moisture at harvest time, and is another trait indicating maturity (Mo), 
d) Ear weight, in gm/ear, was measured and averaged over all the ears of 
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the plot (EV). e) Prolificacy was an average of the number of ears per 
plants (Frol). f) Yield, in g/plant, was the average yield per plant, 
corrected to 15% grain moisture. 
The 3rd and the 11th sets were used to record individual data for 
yield and prolificacy to get an estimate of the within plot variation for 
the original population. 
Selection gains were taken as the differences between the original 
and the selected populations. For this report only the data obtained on 
the original population were used for estimation of genetic parameters. 
That was made using the results of the analysis of variance at each 
semester and combining over semesters. Additive genetic variances and 
additive genetic covariances between characters were estimated to compute 
additive genetic correlations. Individual phenotypic variances and 
heritabillties for yield and prolificacy were estimated using the 
estimates of the within plot variances obtained for the two sets. The 
following is a description of the different parameters estimated: 
Additive genetic variance : VA - 4 % VM (where VM - the component of male 
variance). 
Individual phenotypic variance: VP - VM + VF + VME + VFE + Vff +VE (where 
VFE — the component of female variance; VME and VFE — the components of 
the interaction between the environments and males and females, 
respectively; VW - the within plot variance; and VE - the among plots 
environmental variance). 
Additive genetic covariances between traits - CovA^ - 4 % Male Covariance 
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between the character x and the character y. 
Additive genetic covarlances between the expression of a trait In two 
different environments (semesters A and B) were determined for yield and 
prolificacy. These covarlances and their respective correlations were 
estimated as measures of the degree of similarity between the performance 
of these traits at each semester. 
Expected direct gains (DR) were estimated using a c value of 1/2 of the 
additive genetic variance (mass selection with control of one 
progenitor), and a value of k - 2.063 (5% of selection Intensity). 
Hence. DR - (0.5 x 2.063 x VA,)/yVP,. 
Correlated gains (CR) were estimated In the same form, but using the 
covarlance between the two traits, and the square root of the phenotyplc 
variance of the selected trait at the environment In which selection was 
made; I.e., the correlated response over prolificacy measured at B 
semester, due to selection for yield at A semester, was computed as 
CRy.Pb - (0.5 X 2.063 x CovAy,iib)/APy,. 
To facilitate the comparisons with herltabllltles, a measure of the 
herltablllty using covarlances was Introduced here, which Is the additive 
genetic covarlance divided by the phenotyplc variance of one of the two 
characters, particularly the character that Is considered in selection. 
This ratio was named "coherltablllty" (CoH). In this form, the 
coherltablllty of yield and prolificacy when yield (y) is selected at A 
semester and the correlated effect on prolificacy (p) is observed at B 
semester would be CoHy.p^ - CovAy.Pb /VPy,. When selection is made on 
yield at A semester and the response is measured on yield at same 
semester, the coherltablllty corresponds to the herltablllty: 
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CoH - H - CovAy,y, / VPy,. 
To estimate correlated efficiency of more complex systems of 
selection, it was necessary to introduce two other conceptual variations. 
These variations are related to heritability and additive genetic 
variance, which are referred to as relative heritability (H') and 
relative additive variance (VA'), when response to selection for more 
than one trait is considered. For example, the response for yield at the 
A semester when selection is made for yield and prolificacy in the A 
semester, includes two fractions, one direct and one correlated 
responses. The VA' and the H' of that system was computed in the form: 
Gain on yield at A - (k.c) ((VAy,y,/yvPy,) + (CovAp,y,/yvPp,)) - (k.c) 
(VAy.y. X yVPy, + CovApjr, x yVPy,)/(yVPy, x VVPp.). 
Selection gain (6) for a trait is computed as G - (k.c) VA/(/VP) -
(k.c) VA H (VP). In the same form, for selection for more than one 
trait, the value of the numerator in the second equation taken as VA' 
(relative additive genetic variance) will be (VAy,y, x VVPy, + CovApjr, x 
yVPy,), and the relative heritability, H' - VA'/(VPy, x VPp,). To 
abbreviate terms, the denominator of H' was designed as the relative 
phenotypic variance (VP'). 
Selection efficiency 
Different forms of selection efficiencies could be computed in this 
work. Because the selection method is often complex, it is not possible 
to provide one standard method of comparison. For example, the response 
on yield in the AB population at one semester includes four parts: 
Direct selection for yield at the same semester, plus a correlated 
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response due to prolificacy selected at the same semester, and two other 
correlated fractions due to selection for yield and prolificacy at the 
other semester. For this work only the most useful comparisons were 
made. A comparison was made between the expected and the realized gains, 
where the two traits are supposedly tincorrelated. Comparisons between 
predicted and realized correlations and coheritabilities also were made. 
To obtain estimates of the relative efficiency of the different 
responses, the realized gain was partitioned into its components. The 
objective was to find estimates for the realized additive genetic 
variances and covariances. The phenotypic variances for yield and 
prolificacy at A and B semesters were used. They were used because they 
included a less proportion of the estimated additive genetic variances, 
due to the large environmental variance found in the within plot 
variances. Although there were 18 different equations to estimate 16 
parameters (variances and covariances), it was not possible to have 
orthogonality because yield and prolificacy did not have independent 
responses. For this reason, it was necessary to use some of the 
estimates of additive genetic variances. The estimates for additive 
genetic variances for prolificacy were chosen because they were of lowest 
numerical values and probably they would introduce the least errors. 
In this form 12 parameters would be estimated with 12 equations 
(direct and correlated responses for yield and prolificacy, at A and B 
semesters, for the three types of selection procedures). This is an 
example of the partitions made: 
Rp./(k.c) - ((VAp. /(VVPp.) + (CovAy,p,))/(yvPy,), where Rp. is the 
gain for prolificacy at the A semester, which is a function of the 
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additive genetic variance for prolificacy at A semester (VAp,, known), 
the phenotyplc variances for prolificacy and yield at the same semester 
(VPp, and VPy., both known), and the covarlance yield at A - Prolificacy 
at A (CovAy,p,), which could be estimated. 
However a small bias was Introduced to have an Independent estimate 
of CovAp^yb from CovAy^p, and an Independent estimate of CovAp^y, from 
CovAy.Pb. The bias was made because the equations of gains at AB 
selection were dependent of the equations of gains at A and B selection, 
and effects were canceled in the substitution process. The bias was 
introduced dividing CovAp.yy by yvPp^ rather than by /VPp, and dividing 
CovApyyb by yVPp, rather than by VVPpb in the equations of gain for yield 
at AB selection. 
Some of the estimated values were not Independent and some were 
biased in some form. The efficiencies of the correlated responses were 
made, and through this way, inferences about the limit of the different 
kinds of arrangements could be made. 
Results and Discussion 
Expected and realized gains 
Some of the statistics that were estimated in the original MB 21 
population, and were the principal values used to calculate the predicted 
gains of selection, for each of the environments are listed in Table 1. 
The expected gain for testing at C was computed in a simple form as the 
average between the A and B semesters. 
Herltabilltles were higher for the A semester than for the B semester 
for yield and prolificacy, and for this reason the gains were expected to 
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Table 1. Herltablllty of the original MB 21 maize population and 
selection efficiency (comparison between realized and expected 
gains) observed in MB 21 A, MB 21 B, and MB 21 AB at the A and 
B semesters, and their average (C) 
Yield Prolificacy® 
Popula­
tion Item^ 
VA 295.98 121.86 168.19 
MB 21 VP 1821.62 2268.64 2134.50 
H 16.2 5.4 7.9 
4.247 1.878 5.614 
115.445 107.404 116.552 
3.7 1.7 4.8 
MB 21 A 
Ex.6^. 
R. G. 
Ef. 
71.5 
16.3 
0.23 
40.6 
49.3 
0.40 
56.1 
32.8 
0.59 
0.129 
0.137 
1.06 
0.170 
0.256 
1,51 
0.150 
0.197 
1.31 
MB 21 B 
Ex.6. 
R. 6. 
Ef. 
36.4 
6.1 
0.17 
26.4 
52.0 
1.97 
31.4 
29.1 
0.93 
0.177 
0.100 
0.56 
0.060 
0.237 
3.95 
0.118 
0.169 
1.43 
Ex 6. 107.9 67.0 87.5 0.306 0.230 0.268 
MB 21 AB R. 6. 17.0 73.0 45.0 0.352 0.382 0.368 
Ef. 0.16 1.09 0.51 1.15 1.66 1.37 
"Variances for prolificacy are multiplied by 1000. 
Wa - additive genetic variance, VP - Phenotyplc variance, and 
H - Herltablllty. 
^Expected (Ex.6.) and realized gains (R.6.) after 10 cycles of 
selection in A (MB 21 A) and B (MB 21 B) semesters, and 20 cycles of 
selection in both semesters (MB 21 AB). 
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be higher when tested at A semester, and also when selection was 
conducted at the same semester. Gains were highest for MB 21 AB, because 
It was expected that the gains from selection In the A and B semesters 
would be accumulated. 
The additive genetic variances at C, calculated from the combined 
analysis of the A and B semesters, were equal to the additive genetic 
covarlances between the A and B semesters for each trait. For this 
reason, the expected correlated responses at B semester (measured in MB 
21 A) was greater than the direct responses (MB 21 at B semester). At A 
semester the additive genetic variance for yield was higher than the 
covarlance (168.19) and the correlated response (MB 21 B, at A semester) 
was less than the direct response (MB 21 A, at A semester). For 
prolificacy for both semesters, the expected correlated gains were 
greater than their respective direct gains. 
For yield, with only two exceptions, realised gains were lower than 
expected gains and efficiencies were low when realized and predicted 
gains were compared. It was expected that the efficiencies for yield 
were higher than shown in Table 1 because only the expected direct gain 
was computed. Realized gains were particularly lower when they were 
measured at A semester. For that reason, the gains measured in the A 
semester showed the lowest efficiencies. Efficiency in Table 1 measures 
the concordance between the estimated and the realized parameters. It 
can be inferred that the additive genetic variances were overestimated, 
particularly in the A semester. The estimate of the additive genetic 
variance for yield at the A semester (295.98) was 75% larger than the 
estimate averaged over semesters (168.19), which means that a larger 
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proportion of variation due to additive x environment Interaction was 
Included In that estimate for the A semester. Data (not shown) Indicated 
that selection at this environment decreased these Interactive effects, 
and that the true additive genetic variances for the selected populations 
also decreased with selection. The reduction of the additive genetic 
variance explains why the real gains were less than the predicted gains, 
particularly for the A semester. An acceptable agreement (73%) between 
expected and realized gain after 10 cycles of mass selection was reported 
by Vargas-Sinches et al. (1980), but In some cases lower agreement has 
also been reported (Hallauer and Wright, 1967; Moll and Smith, 1981). 
The exceptions for lower efficiency on yield were at the B semester. 
The highest efficiency of prolificacy was also at B semester, for MB 21 
B, which suggests the variances at B semester were not underestimated In 
relation with estimates obtained at A semester. However, the most 
Important aspect of these results Is that, although there was poor 
agreement between expected and realized gain, selection at A semester (MB 
21 A) produced a higher average gain on yield and prolificacy than the 
selection at B semester (MB 21 B). Continued selection at the A and B 
semesters (MB 21 AB) was able to retain the gain at the two semesters on 
prolificacy and showed the higher gain on yield, particularly at the 
better semester (B). 
Relationships tftvfon traits 
Estimates of the additive genetic correlations and coherltabillties 
(additive covariance xy/phenotyplc variance of x) are listed in Table 2. 
To understand the results of selection procedures and the complications 
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Table 2. A comparison between expected and realized values of 
additive covariance (CovA), additive correlation 
(ACor), and Coheritability (CoH), for different 
combinations of prolificacy (P), Yield (Y), and 
between them, with selection conducted at A and B 
semesters 
Predicted values Realized values 
Trait 
pair CovA ACor CoH CovA ACor CoH 
Pa Ya» 0.7048 0.63 610.5 0.167641 0.38 145.2 
Pa Yb 0.5757 0.80 498.7 0.183469% 0.27 158.9 
Ya Pa 0.7048 0.63 0.04 0.033739 0.08 0.002 
Ya Pb 0.6500 0.87 0.04 0.354521® 1.20 0.019 
Ya Yb 168.19 0.89 9.23 180.96® 2.54 9.93 
Pb Yb 0.5428 1.14 505.4 0.902000 1.99 893.8 
Pb Ya 0.6500 0.87 605.2 0.056332% 0.19 52.4 
Yb Pb 0.5428 1.14 0.02 0.821646 1.81 0.036 
Yb Pa 0.5757 0.80 0.03 -0.353472® -0.52 -0.016 
Yb Ya 168.19 0.89 7.41 19.99® 0.28 0.85 
Ya Ya 295.98 1.00 16.2 46.40 1.00 2.55 
Yb Yb 121.86 1.00 5.4 109.13 1.00 4.81 
Pa Pa 0.004247 1.00 3.7 
Pb Pb 0.001878 1.00 1.7 
Pa Pb 0.005614 1.98 1.65 
Pb Pa 0.005614 1.98 1.71 
*Pa Ya is referring to the effect of selection on 
prolificacy at A semester over yield tested at A semester. 
^A small bias was introduced to estimate these values. 
^The values obtained from MB 21 AB for these covariances 
were -0.1048, 63.86, 0.1776, and -4.95, respectively. 
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of the correlated responses, the covarlances of the different possible 
effects arranged by pairs were estimated and compared with realised 
values. Theoretically, there is no difference between the covariance of 
two factors taken in any order. For this reason, the expected value for 
a pair (i.e., FaYa is prolificacy selected at the A semester over yield 
tested at the A semester) is the same as that for TaFa (yield selected at 
the A semester over prolificacy tested at the A semester). But in 
practice these values can be different, as it is shown in the realized 
data. This states that some effects are common in one way, but they are 
not necessarily the same effects for the inverse direction. 
All the realized values listed in Table 2 are not orthogonal. Also 
it was necessary to fix some values (phenotypic variances and additive 
variances for prolificacy), and to introduce a bias in the estimation of 
two of the components (see Materials and Methodology). The estimated 
values in Table 2 are those which were common for selection at A and B 
semesters. Some values were different for AB selection and were included 
in a footnote of Table 2. Some additive correlations were greater than 
unity. This suggests that the covariance in those cases was greater than 
the variances for each trait. 
Contrary to the concept of heritability, the coheritability could be 
more than 100, when it is expressed as a percentage. This occurs when 
two traits have large differences in the numerical estimates of their 
variances and a high covariance. If the coheritability is estimated 
dividing by the smallest phenotypic variance, the ratio can result 
greater than 100 or unity. In the other instances, when the greater 
phenotypic variance was used as denominator, a lower value of 
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coherltablllty was obtained. Table 2 shows some examples of this 
phenomenon, particularly for the predicted data when prolificacy and 
yield were paired In different ways. When prolificacy Is the character 
of selection (I.e., FaYa) the coherltablllty Is particularly large, but 
when yield Is the selected trait (I.e., Yapa) the coherltablllty Is 
lower. If the value of coherltablllty was the principal determinant of 
the correlated response, that difference would predict that there was a 
greater effect of the correlated response from prolificacy over yield, 
than vice versa. 
Another factor related with coherltablllty is that coherltablllty is 
equal to heritability for those cases in which the additive covariance is 
equal to the additive genetic variance. This situation occurred for the 
predicted values in those Instances in which the coherltablllty between 
the performances of one trait at the two semesters was estimated, because 
the additive covariance is equal to the additive genetic variance for 
both semesters. 
All the variables listed in Table 2 measure in some form the probable 
correlated or direct response (when variance is equal to the covariance), 
but sometimes there was not a correspondence between a high correlation 
and a high coherltablllty or covariance. This is because another 
variable, the square root of the phenotypic variance, is also related 
with the gain, whose value, as it will be seen later, would decide if a 
coherltablllty of a low numerical value would produce a greater gain. 
Data in Table 2 show that the additive genetic variance for yield was 
loss for selection at the A semester (YaYa) than for the B semester 
(YbYb), but the covariance YaYb (180.96) was higher than the covariance 
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YbYa (19.99), which accounts for the relative amount of the respective 
correlated responses. 
A partition of the direct and correlated gain for selection at A and 
B semesters, which were estimated on the basis of the covarlances in 
Table 2, are listed in Table 3. As explained by Hallauer and Miranda 
(1988) and Falconer (1981) for each kind of selection, there is a direct 
gain on the selected character and an indirect gain on the correlated 
character. Efficiencies of the correlated fractions for yield and 
prolificacy, relative to their respective alternatives for direct 
responses, were estimated for the predicted and realised gains (Table 3). 
There are four effects from selection of each trait at each semester. 
For example, selection for yield at A semester produces a direct gain on 
yield tested at the same semester. The second fraction is a correlated 
response on prolificacy whose efficiency is measured by comparing it with 
the direct gain for selection of prolificacy at the same semester. A 
third fraction is due to correlation of yield at A semester with yield at 
B semester. The efficiency of this fraction is estimated by comparison 
with the direct response obtained for yield at B semester. The last 
effect is the response on prolificacy at B semester, which Is compared 
with the direct gain of prolificacy at that semester. 
For both predicted and realized gains, the correlated responses on 
prolificacy were greater than the correlated responses on yield. This 
confirms that it is easier to increase prolificacy with selection on 
yield, but Increases of yield with selection for prolificacy were also 
realised. However, if the estimated covarlances in Table 2 are not 
biased, selection for prolificacy at the B semester was more effective to 
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Table 3. A partition of the expected and realized gains in 
their direct and correlated fractions, and 
efficiency of the correlated gain with selection at 
A and B semesters (sem.) 
Correlated response 
Direct Same sem. Alt. sem. Alt. sem. 
Semester Trait* Response Alt.trait Same trait Alt. trait 
Expected 
-gains 
A Yi 7.15 0.0170 4.07 0.0157 
Frol 0.0129 2.14 0.0170 1.91 
B Yi 2.64 0.0118 3.64 0.0125 
Prol 0.0060 1.71 0.0176 1.80 
Effiçimçi99^ 
A Yi - 1.32 1.54 2.62 
Prol - 0.30 2.83 0.70 
B Yi - 1.97 0.51 0.97 
Frol - 0.65 1.36 0.10 
A Yi 1.12 0.0180 4.37 0.0186 
Prol 0.0129® 0.51 0.0170® 0.54 
B Yi 2.36 0.0178 0.43 -0.0070 
Prol 0.0060® 2.84 0.0176® 0.18 
Efficiencies^ 
A Yi - 0.62 1.85 1.43 
Frol - 0.46 2.83 0.23 
B Yi - 2.97 0.38 -0.54 
Prol - 1.20 1.37 0.16 
*Yi - yield and Frol - prolificacy. 
^Efficiencies were computed comparing the correlated 
response with the direct response for the same trait in the 
same semester. 
^To estimate these gains were used the expected values of 
the covariances. 
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Increase yield at the same semester than the direct selection for yield. 
Direct selection gain for yield at A semester was low in comparison with 
the expected value. The efficiency of the correlated fraction resulting 
for selection for yield at B, however, was only 0.38 (Table 3). 
Correlated response by selection for yield at A semester was highest 
(4 37), which was almost two times (efficiency of 1.85) the direct gain 
at the B semester (2.36). Selection at the A semester, the less 
favorable environment, was more effective to produce gain for yield at 
the A semester. Also the correlated response was superior to that 
obtained as response only for selection for yield at the B semester (4.37 
vs. 2.36). This tendency also occurred for the predicted values. 
For prolificacy the direct gain at the A semester was lower than the 
correlated gain for selection at the B semester (0.0129 vs. 0.0176), but 
the correlated gain for selection at the A semester was greater than the 
direct gain for selection at the B semester (0.0170 vs. 0.006). The 
efficiency was almost three times (2.87), which also supports that there 
was a better response of selection in the A semester (Table 3). 
Correlated efficiencies in systems s£ components 
Table 3 includes the individual effects, but Tables 4 and 5 Include 
combined effects of selection. Table 4 Includes joined effects of 
selection for yield and prolificacy to consider the responses of 
selection in the A and the B semesters. Table 5 includes the data in 
which the responses at the two semesters are combined to consider the 
responses for selection for yield and prolificacy. The measures of the 
additive genetic variances, phenotypic variances, and heritabillties in 
Table 4. A comparison between the direct and correlated responses (expected and realized) 
obtained by alternate selection at A or B semesters by combining direct and 
correlated responses for yield and prolificacy 
Type of R* VA'b VP' H'(%) DR® CR h* r Ef 
Exoected 
A - Yi 
- Prol 
130.71 
0.4209 
210.28 
210.28 
62.16 
0.20 
9.29 
0.030 
5.44 
0.030 
0.7884 
0.0447 
0.5198 
0.0331 
0.89 
1.36 
0.59 
1.01 
B - Yi 
- Prol 
65.82 
0.2675 
243.66 
243.66 
27.01 
0.11 
4.35 
0.018 
5.98 
0.033 
0.5198 
0.0331 
0.7844 
0.0447 
0.91 
1.36 
1.37 
1.84 
Realized 
A - Yi 
Prol 
22.93 
0.1927 
210.28 
210.28 
10.91 
0.09 
1.63 
0.018 
0.62 
0.010 
0.3302 
0.0303 
0.5685 
0.0384 
0.22 
0.58 
0.38 
0.73 
B - Yi 
- Prol 
78.76 
0.3589 
243.66 
243.66 
32.32 
0.15 
5.20 
0.024 
4.93 
0.026 
0.5685 
0.0384 
0.3302 
0.0303 
1.63 
1.37 
0.73 
1.08 
^Type of response. As an example, A - Yi means the response of the system when it is 
measured at A semester on yield, and similarly for the other types. 
Wa',VP',and H' are the relative values for additive genetic variance, phenotypic variance, 
and heritability when direct and correlated responses for selection on yield and prolificacy 
were combined; h - «H; x and y indicate the outcome the respective semester and its alternative; 
r — additive genetic correlation; and Ef — efficiency of the correlated response, with respect 
to the direct response. 
°DR is the direct response at the respective semester (x), but CR is the correlated 
response when selection was made at the alternative semester (y). 
Table 5. A comparison between direct and correlated responses (expected and realized) obtained 
by alternate selection for yield or prolificacy, by combining the direct and 
correlated environmental responses 
Sel. type^ VA'^ VP' H'(%) DR® CR hy r Ef 
Ezoected 
A - Yi 
- Prol 
7178.35 
0.0033 
4132599.9 
0.0124 
0.1737 
26.62 
11.22 
0.030 
4.05 
0.033 
0.04168 
0.51603 
0.51603 
0.04168 
0.03 
13.54 
0.36 
1.09 
B - Yi 
- Prol 
8010.89 
0.0025 
4132599.9 
0.0124 
0.1938 
20.00 
6.28 
0.024 
3.51 
0.030 
0.04403 
0.44721 
0.44721 
0.04403 
0.06 
12.65 
0.56 
1.25 
Realized 
A - Yi 
- Prol 
9933.40 
0.0033 
4132599.9 
0.0124 
0.2404 
26.62 
5.49 
0.030 
1.05 
0.017 
0.04904 
0.51603 
0.51603 
0.04904 
0.02 
5.84 
0.19 
0.56 
B - Yi 
- Prol 
5057.28 
0.0025 
4132599.9 
0.0124 
0.1224 
20.00 
2.54 
0.024 
3.02 
0.018 
0.03498 
0.44721 
0.44721 
0.03498 
0.09 
5.85 
1.19 
0.46 
^Selection type. As an example, A - Ti is the gain measured on yield at the A semester, 
and similarly for the other types. 
Wa',VP',and H' are the relative values of additive genetic variance, phenotypic variance, 
and heritability irtien direct and correlated responses for selection at A and B semesters were 
combined; h - «H; x and y represent the direct and correlated traits; r — additive correlation; 
and Ef- efficiency of the correlated response, with respect to the direct response. 
®DR is the direct response due to selection for the same trait (x), as CR is the correlated 
response due to selection for the alternative trait (y). 
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Tables 4, 5, and 6 do not correspond directly to the values used for 
selection by only one trait. They are combinations which result when 
variances and covariances are summarized, which were designated as 
relative additive variance (VA'), relative phenotypic variance (VP'), and 
relative heritability (H'). As an example, the relative additive genetic 
variance for the system described for Table 4, when the response is 
measured on yield at A semester, is 130.71 for the expected data. This 
value was computed in the following manner : VA' - (VAy, x /VEp.) + 
(CovAp.y, X yvPy,), (where VA - additive genetic variance, VP - phenotypic 
variance, CovA additive genetic covariance, p. refers to prolificacy at A 
semester, y. refers to yield at A semester). Relative heritability was 
obtained by dividing this value by the product of both phenotypic 
variances (for prolificacy and yield at A semester). The product of the 
phenotypic variances is the relative phenotypic variance (VP'). 
Relative heritabilities are only comparable for the same selection 
system; i.e., yield-prolificacy measures the response on yield (Yi, Table 
4). For prolificacy-yield which measures the response on prolificacy 
(Prol, Table 4), the values result too low. Relative heritabilities are 
not comparable, for this reason, although they correspond to the same 
traits, but in a different system. The big difference occurs because the 
relative additive genetic variance for prolificacy (a smaller value) is 
used for prolificacy-yield rather than the relative variance for yield (a 
higher value). In this form, it can be seen that when the objective is 
to improve yield at the A semester, the expected relative heritability of 
the system is higher than for the B semester (62.16 vs. 27.01). For 
prolificacy, the relative heritability is higher for the A semester. But 
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the realized data suggest that both herltabllltles were higher for the B 
semester, which Is because the gains at the B semester were higher. 
Efficiencies and correlations were estimated as described by Falconer 
(1981): Ef - CR/DR - r hy /hx (where hx - square root of herltablllty of 
selected trait, hy - square root of herltablllty of correlated trait). 
In Table 4, r Is the additive correlation between the direct response 
(DR) when selection was made In the same semester In which the response 
Is tested, and the correlated response (CR) Is a product of selection at 
the alternate semester. A higher correlation was expected when the gain 
Is measured on prolificacy, but the realized data show that the 
differences between correlations were due more to the tested semester. 
Measured responses on both traits were higher when the gains were 
measured In the B semester (5.20, the direct gain for yield, which was 
similar to the correlated gain, 4.93, and 0.0327 vs. 0.0256 for 
prolificacy). There was a higher correlation between the Indirect 
response for selection at the A semester and the direct response at the B 
semester, than the correlated response from B semester and the direct 
response of A semester. This Is confirmed by the last column, which 
lists the efficiency of the correlated responses. 
Expected and realized efficiencies for the different values kept the 
same sequence, but the correlations did not. There was no correspondence 
between the magnitude of efficiencies and correlations, because the 
correlation* only measure the similarity between the two responses. The 
relative efficiencies, however, distinguish between correlated and direct 
gains. Higher correlations do not necessarily mean a high efficiency of 
correlated response. 
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Some of the correlated gains In Tables 4 and 5 have efficiencies 
higher than one. They would be considered as advantageous If Indirect 
selection was considered, under the suggestions of Searle (1965). 
Besides, most of them have a higher value relative to the direct gain, 
because they met the other conditions suggested by Searle (1965) to be 
considered of Importance with respect to the direct gains (r>h% or 
/?:). 
The gains obtained selecting directly for yield In comparison with 
the correlated response obtained when selection was made for prolificacy, 
and vice versa are compared In Table 5. The gains measured In both 
semesters (direct and correlated gains for environment) were combined, 
but a different response measured on yield and prolificacy was obtained 
for selection at each semester. Relative herltabllltles were numerically 
lower for the response on yield and higher for prolificacy. Expected 
values show a higher herltabillty for yield for selection at A semester 
than for selection at B semester; but for the realized data a higher 
herltabillty was obtained at A semester. For prolificacy the responses 
on expected and realised data were higher at A semester. 
Additive correlation for yield and prolificacy in Table 5 were not 
consistent. When correlated gains were measured on yield, the 
correlations were lower, but they were higher when the correlated 
responses were measured on prolificacy. This suggests that there were 
greater effects from selected genes for yield on prolificacy (higher 
correlation) and less effects from selected genes for prolificacy on 
yield (lower correlation), which would be expected. All the genes that 
increased prolificacy did not improve yield. This supports the 
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expectation that prolificacy Is a simpler character for selection than 
yield, as lonnqulst (1967) suggested, and which has been experienced by 
other researchers. 
Although the correlations were lower, prolificacy would have a strong 
capacity to Increase yield, as can be seen by the efficiencies of the 
correlated responses. This Is explained for the differences on 
herltabllltles: herltabllltles were lower for yield and higher for 
prolificacy, which agrees with theoretical expectations (Falconer, 1981; 
Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). The efficiency of Indirect selection 
depends on the additive genetic correlations but also from the ratio 
hy/hx, which Is higher. Thus, the realized data show that selection for 
prolificacy would have been more efficient to Increase yield for 
selection at B semester than the selection by yield Itself, and that 
almost 20% of the gain on yield by selection at A semester would be due 
to selection for prolificacy (Table 5). This agrees with the results In 
Table 2: higher correlations between prolificacy and yield at B semester 
than at A semester. 
The expected gains show that correlated response due to selection for 
yield would be more efficient than selection for prolificacy Itself to 
Increase prolificacy. But realised data show that the efficiency was 
only 50%. This value Indicates that selection for grater yield also 
Increased frequency of prolificacy. 
The correlations and efficiencies, however, suggest that yield and 
prolificacy can be Increased independently without any Increase on the 
other, particularly when selection is only for prolificacy. Most reports 
indicate a positive response for yield when selection was made for 
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prolificacy (Torregroza-Castro and Harpstead, 1967; Lonnqulst, 1967; 
Torregrosa-Castro, 1973; Harack and Gardner, 1979; Garmen-Carrlllo and 
Arboleda-Rivera, 1982; Arboleda-Rlvera and Vargas-Sànches, 1982b; Sink et 
al., 1986) but some Instances of Increases In prolificacy without gains 
on yield have been reported (Duvlck, 1974; Klncer and Josephson, 1976). 
The data In Table 5 agree with Falconer (1981) who stated that It Is 
better to practice a system of selection that makes use of the direct and 
correlated fractions. Selection for yield and prolificacy shows that In 
the poorer case, almost 20% of the gain in yield was due to indirect gain 
from selection for prolificacy, because of the higher herltability for 
prolificacy. Selection for both characters had a greater gain than when 
selection was made only for yield. 
Selection both A And fi semesters 
The gains and the efficiency of the continued selection, measured in 
MB 21 AB after 10 cycles of selection at A semesters and 10 cycles of 
selection at B semesters are included in Table 6. The efficiencies were 
obtained by comparisons between the gains for selection in the AB system 
and the correlated and the direct gains at each individual semester. 
Comparisons between the data in Tables 2 to 6 show that whenever a 
system is more complex, the relative phenotypic variances were increased 
more than the additive genetic variances. The result was a relative 
herltability numerically smaller. Nevertheless, the gains were also 
Increased because herltability was multiplied by a larger number, which 
was the square root of a higher phenotypic variance, and because the 
system Included more components. For example, the gain on yield for 
Table 6. Efficiency of the continuous selection system (AB), by comparing its response with the 
direct and correlated gains expected and obtained by selection at the A and the B 
semesters individually 
Testing Parameters Selection response* 
semester Traité VA' VP' H'(%) AB DR CR Total Ef<^ 
Expected 
A Ti 
Prol 
B Yi 
Prol 
Realized 
A Yi 
Prol 
B Yi 
Prol 
3291.89 51241.16 
13.20 51241.16 
2232.42 51241.16 
11.08 51241.16 
373.15 51241.16 
7.73 51241.16 
1602.00 51245.16 
8.38 51245.16 
6.42 14.73 
0.03 0.060 
4.36 10.33 
0.02 0.051 
0.73 1.70 
0.02 0.035 
3.13 7.30 
0.02 0.038 
9.29 5.44 
0.030 0.030 
4.35 5.98 
0.019 0.033 
1.63 0.61 
0.014 0.010 
5.20 4.93 
0.024 0.027 
14.73 1.00 
0.060 1.00 
10.33 1.00 
0.051 1.00 
2.24 0.76 
0.024 1.49 
10.13 0.72 
0.049 0.77 
*AB - Response for a trait in the AB system, in the realized values, measured on MB 21 AB; 
DR - Direct response for that semester; CR - Correlated response for selection at the 
alternative semester; Total - DR + CR. 
Wi » yield, Prol - prolificacy. 
^Efficiency of the AB system by comparison with the total osslble response. 
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•election In both the A and B semesters (AB selection), measured at the A 
semester, was the product of the direct response by selection for yield 
at the A semester, a correlated response for selection on prolificacy at 
the A semester, a correlated response for selection on yield at the B 
semester, and a correlated response for selection on prolificacy at the B 
semester. 
As in the Instances considered in the other tables, the realized 
responses of the AB selection measured at the B semester were better than 
at the A semester. The expected gains, however, were higher at the A 
semester (Table 6). 
Direct and correlated gains were summarized, and the three values of 
responses are listed in Table 6. From the predicted data, it was 
expected that selection at AB could contain 100% of the two fractions, 
and the expected efficiencies are unity in all Instances. In the 
realized data, only one of the four efficiencies (for gain on prolificacy 
at the A semester) was more than unity. In this case, the gain of the AB 
selection was greater than the sum of the direct and the correlated 
responses obtained for selection at each semester. For the other three 
cases, although the efficiencies were less than one, between 72 and 77% 
of the direct and correlated gains was retained for the continued 
selection. This supports the hipothesis that a system including direct 
and correlated responses is superior to a selection system that considers 
only direct gain (Falconer, 1981). The continued selection at the two 
semesters combined the different fractions of direct and correlated 
environmental responses producing higher gains that those obtained for 
selection at each A and B semesters. This system also made use of the 
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correlated fraction due to selection for prolificacy and yield 
simultaneously. 
Other 99rr*l*t*d trait# 
Ear height (EH), days to silk (silk), percentage of grain moisture at 
harvesting (Mo), and ear weight (Etf) were also measured as averages per 
plant. All these traits were positively correlated with yield and 
prolificacy in the original MB 21 (data not shown). The expected changes 
induced for increases on yield and prolificacy are shown in the Table 7. 
The coheritabilities and the phenotypic variances required to estimate 
that fractions are included in the Table 7. 
Changes in ear height and ear weight would have been due primarily 
for selection on yield. Days to silk would have been changed for 
selection on prolificacy. For grain moisture, about 40% of the change 
would have been due to prolificacy and 60% to yield (Table 7). 
Efficiencies of the observed gains were smaller than unity for grain 
moisture and ear weight but greater for the ear height and days to silk, 
indicating that the genetic correlations were underestimated for the 
first case and overestimated for the second case. Some effects of 
selection Itself probably caused changes of the correlations. Most of 
these correlations were reduced in the selected populations (data not 
shown), which would explain the efficiencies less than one. But the 
other case would remain unexplained, unless during selection process the 
correlations had Increased initially, and decreased at the later cycles 
of selection. Most of traits are correlated among themselves. Hence, 
successive changes will affect each of them forming Intricate nets and 
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Table 7. Changes on correlated traits as a function of their 
coherltabllltles with yield and prolificacy, and 
efficiency selection at A, B, and AB semesters, 
with basis on the expected changes* 
Traits^ 
Population Item EH Silk Mo EW 
CoH with prol 169.88 54.91 59.20 60.92 
CoH with yield 6.79 0.20 0.60 5.78 
MB 21® Exp. gain for prol 6.00 1.93 2.08 2.10 
Exp. gain for yield 32.40 0.97 2.86 27.60 
Total exp. gain 38.40 2.90 4.94 29.70 
MB 21 A Observed gain 49.00 4.62 2.97 14.20 
Efficiency 1.28 1.59 0.60 0.51 
MB 21 B Observed gain ' 53.5 5.91 3.80 13.20 
Efficiency 1.39 2.04 0.77 0.47 
Mb 21 AB Observed gain 63.60 5.22 2.59 8.30 
Efficiency 0.83 0.90 0.26 0.15 
^Expected changes and efficiencies with basis on 10 
cycles of selection for MB 21 A and MB 21 B, but 20 cycles for 
MB 21 AB. 
^EH - ear height. Silk - days to silk. Mo - grain moisture, 
EW - ear weight, Frol - prolificacy. 
^Phenotypic variance for prolificacy - 0.116552, for 
yield - 2134.50. 
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reducing the precision of the expected gains (Falconer, 1981). Two 
features of the data are evident. First, there was a low efficiency of 
realized gains for yield. In comparison with those which were expected, 
particularly when tested at the A semester. Random drift, which could be 
the cause of the reduction on additive genetic variance, could be a 
probable cause for the decrease In the response In the A semester. 
Another cause Is an overestlmatlon of the additive genetic variance 
available for selection at the A semester. 
Poor agreement between the expected and realized gains was also found 
by Hallauer and Wright (1967), and Moll and Smith (1981), who also used 
Design I to estimate the parameters. These authors also suggested that 
the additive variances could be overestimated. Hallauer and Miranda 
(1988) stated that In general there Is a low precision In the estimation 
of genetic parameters. 
Greater Imprecision can be expected In tropical environments In which 
most factors are unpredictable. For example, big differences between 
some values for the additive genetic variances were found. In Table 2 
the estimate for the additive genetic variance used by selection at A 
semester, when tested at the same environment was only 46.40 (YaYa). 
When MB 21 A was tested at the B semester the estimate of additive 
genetic variance was 180.96 (YaYb). This is associated with the second 
feature that there was a better agreement between expected and predicted 
gains tested at the B semester and a poorer agreement for tests at the A 
semester. The additive genetic variance estimated with the mating design 
for both semesters was 168.19 (predicted value for YaYb and YbYa in Table 
2). Reduction in the realized value when testing was made at the A 
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semeater would be due to reduction of interaction effects with the 
semester A. Data not included suggested that selection at A semester 
reduced interaction effects. It would explain why at the B semester the 
used variance was similar to the variance without reduction of 
interaction (180,96 vs. 168,19), and why the greatest discrepancy between 
expected and realized gains measured at the A semester. 
The results agree with those reported by Arboleda-Rlvera and Compton 
(1974), who found a higher response for selection in the poorer 
environment. In this study, however, the highest response was obtained 
when the two traits (yield and prolificacy) and both kind of environments 
were used. This result also was obtained on preliminary evaluations 
reported by Rodriguez et al. (1976), Arboleda-Rlvera et al. (1979-80), 
Arboleda-Rlvera and Vargas-Sânchec (1982a). In the present work the 
differences between the poorer and the better semester were not great. 
However, correlated response greater than a direct response obtained by 
selection in a poorer environment presents the possibility of using off­
season nurseries to Increase future selection gains. If yield is 
expressed in both poor and good environments the probability for additive 
genetic correlations between the performance at the two environments is 
possible, and a correlated response, lower or greater than the direct 
gain for selection in the principal environment, would be obtained. 
Conclusions 
1.- Realised gains on yield and prolificacy, assuming no correlation, 
showed that two cases for yield and nearly all for prolificacy exceeded 
the expected response, indicating that additional gains would be due to 
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the prasence of the correlation. 
2.- A partition of the realized gain permitted the estimation of 
additive genetic covarlances and correlations. These additive genetic 
correlations between two traits at the same or different environments or 
the same trait at the two different environments were of different 
magnitude depending on the way the correlation was obtained; I.e., 
selection for yield measured In prolificacy gave a different correlation 
than when selection for prolificacy was measured on yield. 
3.- Partition of expected and realized gains In their direct and 
correlated fractions showed that some correlated responses can be as 
efficient as the direct responses. 
4.- Selection for yield had more Influence on prolificacy than 
selection for prolificacy on yield. 
5.- Correlated response by selection for yield at the poorer semester 
(A) was almost as efficient (Ef - 0.95) as selection at the better 
semester (B), and more efficient when selection was for prolificacy (Ef -
1.08). But selection at the B semester had only an efficiency of 0.38 on 
yield and 0.73 on prolificacy when the correlated responses were compared 
with the direct gains at the A semester. 
6.- Continued selection at A and B semesters gave higher responses on 
yield and prolificacy than the gains obtained at Individual semesters. 
The total gains at AB selection could retain more than 70% of the direct 
and correlated gains to be obtained at both semesters. 
7.- Partition of the expected changes In some other traits showed 
that ear height and ear weight would be more Influenced by selection for 
yield, days to silk by selection for prolificacy, and grain moisture by 
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•election for yield and prolificacy. The realised gains were more than 
expected for MB 21 A and MB 21 B for ear height and day* to silk, but 
less for moisture and ear weight. In MB 21 AB all those changes were 
lower than expected. 
8.- As a general conclusion It was confirmed that a selection system 
which uses both direct and correlated responses Is more efficient than 
one which uses only the direct response. 
9.- The magnitude of the correlated response by selection at the less 
favorable environment suggests the possibility of using off-season 
stations and nurseries to enhance future gains on selection programs. 
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SmUART AND GENERAL GONCUTSIONS 
Mass selection for yield and prolificacy was conducted in the 
Colombian maize population MB 21 in three environments: Semester A, a 
relatively less favorable environment, semester B, a relatively good 
environment, and in both semesters, A and B. Ten cycles of selection 
were completed in semesters A and B, and 20 cycles of selection were 
completed with selection in both semesters. Evaluations to monitor 
responses to selection were conducted for one year in both semesters. 
Selection caused phenotypic and genotypic changes on each of the three 
selected populations (MB 21 A, MB 21 B, and MB 21 AB). 
The means for yield and prolificacy were significantly increased with 
selection. There also were significant changes for some of the 
correlated characters. The gains were greater in the MB 21 AB 
population, which was selected for a total of 20 cycles in both 
semesters. Response to selection in MB 21 AB was attained by including 
the proportion of direct and correlated gains (on average, 74% for yield 
and 113% for prolificacy) observed in the populations selected in each of 
the two semesters. 
Population MB 21 A, obtained by selection at the A semester, the less 
favorable cropping season, on the average was superior to MB 21 B, the 
population obtained by selection at the B semester, the more favorable 
cropping sëason. MB 21 B had a higher performance only when it was 
tested at the better semester. This result was similar to that reported 
by Arboleda-Rivera and Compton (1974). 
With respect to the original MB 21 population, the average selection 
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gains per year for prolificacy were 2.3% In MB 21 A, 1.97% In MB 21 B, 
and 4.3% In MB 21 AB. For yield the gains per year relative to MB 21 
were 3.83% In MB 21 A. 3.46% In MB 21 B, and 5.26% In MB 21 AB. 
The genetic variances also were changed with selection. The most 
Important change was that the additive genetic variance Increased for 
yield In MB 21 AB, but was reduced In populations MB 21 A and MB 21 B. 
The additive genetic variance for yield was reduced more In MB 21 B, and 
MB 21 B also had the lower Individual and general (on a plot basis) 
herltablllty. Additive genetic variances and coefficient of additive 
genetic variation were Increased for prolificacy. General herltabllltles 
for yield and prolificacy were reduced In the three populations. 
Estimates of variances due to genetic x environment Interaction also 
changed with selection. There were large differences In the estimates of 
additive X environment variances, which suggest that the selection at the 
less favorable environment reduced the interaction effects, particularly 
for yield. Selection at the better.environment Increased the estimates 
of additive X environment interactions for all the traits. This explains 
why the population selected in the less favorable environment was 
superior, on the average, than the population selected at the better 
environment. 
Correlated responses confirmed some changes observed in the means and 
components of variance. The correlated responses for yield and 
prolificacy for selection at A semester, were at least equivalent in 
magnitude to the direct responses for selection at B semester. On this 
basis. It was suggested that perhaps some nurseries and off-season 
stations could be used to make additional selection on characters such as 
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yield, which would provide additional gains in some selection programs. 
A non-orthogonal partition of the gain due to prolificacy and yield, 
individually, showed that correlated response for selection on yield was 
more effective for increasing prolificacy than selection on prolificacy 
for increasing yield. However, the increase on yield due to selection 
for prolificacy was enough to consider selection for both traits as a 
better alternative to increase yield, than selection for yield only. 
The expectations for changes in the selected and the other correlated 
traits, in general, were superior to the realized gains, particularly for 
the A semester. This suggests that there probably was an overestimation 
of the genetic parameters, particularly of the additive genetic variances 
and covariances, but the effects of random drift would also be a cause 
for this result. 
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